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C H A P T E R I

INTRODUCTION AND SURVEY

1.1 INTRODUCTORY REMARKS

It is no great exaggeration to say that the pion

nucleus (irA) interaction is one of the most intensively

investigated topics in intermediate energy physics. The

three 'mesonfactories', which came into operation in

the first half of the seventies,, have provided an im-

pressive amount of high accuracy data on *A scattering

at intermediate energies (100 < T < 300 MeV). Experiments

at low pion scattering energies (T <100 MeV) are
IT ̂*

generally more difficult to carry out in view of the

limited pion lifetime, and at present the quality of

the available data for the low energy regime is not as

good as for intermediate energies. However, the accurary

of the low energy data will doubtlessly improve in the

very near future, when the new low energy devices (beams

and spectrometers) at SIN, LAMPF and also at NIKHEF

(IKO) are put in action. Furthermore, measurements of

the strong interaction shifts and widths in pionic

atoms provide important information on the threshold

behaviour of the irA interaction.

Clearly, a major motivation in this rather massive

effort is the hope to reveal unknown and interesting

properties of the nuclear structure, which are hard or

impossible to observe by using more conventional ha-

dronic probes such as nucleons or light ions. The ele-

mentary wN interaction is strongly dominated by the



A(1232) resonance in the intermediate energy range/ and

therefore the ir+ interaction is quite different from

the IT" interaction with the same nucleon at these ener-

gies. This difference can be exploited in nuclear

structure studies. Quite recently some interesting re-

sults on the isospin mixing in nuclear levels have been

obtained in this way [1]. The dominance of the A reso-

nance diminishes by going to lower energies. In fact,

the irN interaction becomes very weak. This weakness

certainly has its own merits in nuclear structure ap-

plications, since it leads to a long mean free path

(roughly 4-6 fm for T £50 MeV). Low energy pions are

therefore potentially a powerful tool to probe the nu-

clear interior.

A oond-ttio sine qua non for deducing nuclear

structure information from the data, is that the *A

reaction mechanism is sufficiently well understood. At

this stage, most investigations aim at the clarification

of the reaction mechanism. One might very well maintain

that the unravelling of the processes, which can take

place when a pion hits a nucleus, already provides a

sufficient challenge in its own right. It involves fas-

cinating phenomena such as the formation of a resonance

inside the nuclear medium, and the annihilation (or:

absorption) of the pion. In the irA reaction mechanism

studies one usually concentrates on elastic scattering

from relatively simple nuclei, for which in practice

**He, 1 2C, 16O or lf0Ca are considered.

Essentially, two types of theoretical descriptions

are used to understand the irA interaction. One is the

isobar-hole (A-h) approach [2]. The starting point in

this approach is the appearance of the A-resonance in

the elementary *N interaction. Clearly, its applicabil-

ity is limited to the intermediate energy range. The

other is the multiple scattering (m.s.) theory [3]. One



can expect a rapid convergence in the m.s. expansion of

the optical potential when the elementary irN interaction

is sufficiently weak. In practice one usually retains

the lowest order term only. The natural domain for the

lowest order m.s. optical potential is the low energy

region. Ironically enough however, the first applica-

tions using the Kisslinger [4] form of the optical po-

tential gave surprisingly good results for the inter-

mediate energy regime, and a bad failure at low ener-

gies. By now it is clear that this unexpected result is

largely accidental and due to the drastic approximations,

which were made in these first attempts [5].

In line with the experimental status, present A-h

theories are generally better developed than the m.s.

approaches to the optical potential. The propagation of

the A isobar, the modifications coming from the nuclear

binding potential and the Pauli principle are all in-

corporated in a careful way. On the other hand, in the

more advanced m.s. theories of the optical potential

[6-8], only the Fermi motion of the struck nucleon is

treated rigorously. The effects, which come from the

binding interactions of the struck nucleon and the

Pauli principle, are typically either ignored [7] (im-

pulse approximation) or handled in ad hoc approximations

of doubtful adequacy, e.g. involving the local density

approximation to account for the Pauli principle even

in very light nuclei [8], and a simple energy shift in

the irN collision energy to include binding effects

[6-8]. Furthermore, the "m.s." optical potentials, which

are applied to pionic atoms [9], involve many more ap-

proximations and are largely phenontenological in char-

acter.

The Fermi motion, the nuclear binding, and the

Pauli principle deserve a special emphasis, because

these effects already enter in the lowest order optical



potential, which satisfies unitarity. The simplest non

trivial way, in which a unitary optical potential theory

can be obtained, is to truncate the Hubert space of

nuclear states, which contribute to the optical poten-

tial, to the subspace of lp-lh states. This truncation

is realized if the optical potential accounts only for

the single scattering process (involving pion scatter-

ing from a single nucleon), with the additional require-

ment that the target nucleons move independently in

their shell model orbits. In this description the shell

model potential accounts for the interaction of the

struck nucleon with the spectators and the Pauli prin-

ciple forbids the struck nucleon to go to single parti-

cle states, which are occupied. The optical potential

in the lp-lh level of approximation represents a three

body object, involving the pion, the struck nucleon and

the residual nucleus, in which there are interactions

between pion and nucleon, and between nucleon and resid-

ual nucleus.

Besides lp-lh states, also 2p-2h and more compli-

cated nuclear states contribute to the optical potenti-

al. Pion annihilation, reflection term contributions

and scattering from correlated clusters of nucleons

lead to such states in the intermediate scattering sys-

tem. Furthermore, the nuclear ground state generally

contains an amount of configurational mixing. A three-

body calculation is at the limit in present day comput-

ing facilities, and a reliable practical evaluation of

even the intermediate 2p-2h contributions is quite im-

possible. Therefore, some phenomenology is unavoidable

if one wants to account for the data. This holds for

the m.s. theories as well as for the A-h formulations.

For this reason it is very important to evaluate the

lp-lh contribution to the optical potential as careful-

ly as possible, so that the adjustable parameters in
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some additional phenomenological part of the optical

potential exclusively refer to the higher order contri-

bution. This would especially be of interest for the

very low energies, where the multiple scattering con-

tributions (reflection term or local field corrections,

and the scattering from correlated clusters) are pre-

sumably very small. Then the phenomenological part of

the optical potential derives its contributions largely

from the pion annihilation process alone. In this way

we may obtain phenomenological knowledge of the absorp-

tion mechanism. Such information is highly desirable,

since, by and large, the absorption mechanism is still

a mystery. Evidently, this ignorance hampers the ap-

plication of the pion as a nuclear probe.

1-2. SURVEY OF THIS INVESTIGATION

The main goal of the investigations, which are

presented in this thesis, is to establish the contribu-

tions to the optical potential, coming from scattering

processes which involve lp-lh nuclear states in the

intermediate scattering system.

The effects of the Pauli principle corrections and

the binding corrections are studied in detail. The

chapters II, III and IV, primarily deal with the Pauli

principle, and chapters V, VI and VII with the nuclear

binding. Chapter VII also contains a phenomenological

study of pion absorption effects. The calculations all

concern ir-̂ He scattering. The simplicity of the '•He

structure makes the -•—'•He system quite an ideal tool

for studying the reaction mechanism.

In chapter II, Pauli principle corrections are

studied for low energy ir-**He scattering. A method is

developed in which the Pauli blocked states are proper-



ly described by shell model wave functions, instead of

by simple Fermi gas states, which is the usual prac-

tice. For '•He in particular, a Fermi sea description

is totally inadequate, since there,Pauli blocking

is a spin and isospin flip effect. Calculations of the

Pauli blocking correction for the differential elastic

cross sections are presented. The effects appear to be

quite important. A simplification in the calculations

is the neglect of the *N partial wave mixing, which

arises from the Pauli principle correction. Binding ef-

fects are included by means of a shift in the irN colli-

sion energy. The numerical results show that the unitar-

ity bounds on the IT-'•He amplitudes are violated if a

too small value is used for this energy shift. The ori-

gin of this unitarity violation is clarified in chapter

III, in which the reaction cross section is studied. He

demonstrate that a value for the energy shift can be

chosen in such a way, that the reaction channel opens

at the correct threshold energy. To make sure that this

also holds for each irA partial wave separately, one

should use a different value in the various wA partial

waves. The values for the shift parameter are determined

for the ir-"He S and P waves, and with these values, the

reaction cross sections are calculated. In chapter IV

we discuss the effects of the irN partial-wave mixing,

which arises as a consequence of the Pauli principle.

This mixing was ignored in the chapters II and III.

Results are presented both for low and intermediate

energies.

In the chapters II, III and IV, the binding inter-

actions of the struck nucleon with the residual nucleus

are accounted for by a simple modification of the two

body irN kinematics. Clearly, this is a very naive pro-

cedure, and in the exact lp-lh theory one has to deal

with the dynamics of the three body system (pion, nu-
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cleon, residual nucleus). In chapter V we develop a

three-body model for the optical potential, which is

used to calculate cross sections for **He scattering at

energies below the nucleon knock-out threshold. The

special importance of sub-threshold scattering comes

from the fact that pion absorption is the only possible

reaction in this energy regime. In the three-body model

I use a unitary pole approximation for the binding in-

teractions. This should be reasonable at these low

energies. The resulting three-body equations are solved

quite rigorously. Although scattering data are not yet

available, a confrontation with experiment is possible

by calculating the scattering length. This quantity has

been determined accurately from measurements of the Is

level shift and width in pionic ''He. The results show

that the calculated value for the v-^He scattering

length comes a lot closer to the experimental number,

if the Pauli- and binding effects are taken into ac-

count. But, nevertheless, there remains a large discrep-

ancy between theory and experiment. In chapter V a co-

variant formulation of the lp-lh optical potential is

presented, which applies to the scattering of hadronic

projectiles in general. The optical potential in this

approach is formulated as a relativistic quasi two-body

problem, and it allows for practical calculations. This

covariant optical potential reduces correctly to the

non-relativistic limit, which, as we will see, is not a

trivial matter. The covariant optical potential model

of Celenza, Liu and Shakin [10] is obtained if the rel-

ativistic impulse approximation is applied. The appli-

cation of the optical potential theory to the case of

w-^He scattering is discussed in chapter VII. However,

the main object in this chapter is a systematic inves-

tigation of the ir-̂ He scattering length. In chapter V

the Londergan, Moniz and McVoy model [11] was used for
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the free irN t-matrix (A model for the wN t-matrix is

needed as an input in the calculation). This model [11]

is based on the rather old CERN theoretical phase

shifts [12]. To investigate the model dependence of the

results for the ir-̂ He scattering length, we calculate

this quantity for four different models for the input

JTN t-matrix. Furthermore, in the evaluation of the op-

tical potential a few minor improvements are made as

compared with the treatment in chapter V. The results

show that an excellent agreement with the experimental

value for the scattering length is possible» if the irN

t-matrix reproduces the low energy irN phase-shifts cor-

rectly, and if an absorption contribution is included

by means of the empirical relation: Re(a . ) =-Im(a . ).

We also determine the strength parameter in a standard

phenomenological 'absorption' optical potential from an

adjustment to the ir-̂ He scattering length. The value

for this parameter is compared to the findings of a re~

cent phenomenological pionic atom optical potential

analysis. Some cross sections are calculated, in which

the phenomenological term has been included.

Each chapter reports on some research in a self-

contained way, and the essence of it should be under-

standable without knowledge of the previous chapters.
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C H A P T E R II T

MEDIUM CORRECTIONS TO THE FIRST ORDER OPTICAL

POTENTIAL FOR LOW-ENERGY PION-'•He SCATTERING

2.1 INTRODUCTION

The starting point in many discussions of pion-

nucleus scattering is the optical potential, based upon

some version of multiple scattering theory [1-8]. Two

approximations which one frequently applies, are the

fixed-scatterer approximation and the neglect of medium

corrections. Both lead to a considerable simplification

of the calculations. It is well known that a fairly

good agreement with the elastic scattering data in the

intermediate-energy range is possible, using these sim-

plified optical potentials [9]. As was pointed out by

Thies [10], a major reason for this apparent success is

the strong optical absorption, due to the P33 resonance

in this energy regime (100<T <250 MeV). Indeed it ap-

peared that at lower energies, for which the dominance

of the P33 resonance vanishes, the scattering data can-

not be explained if these approximations are made.

Evidently, to understand the low energy pion-nucleus

data, one has to include details that are not needed in

the intermediate-energy region. This task has triggered

considerable theoretical activity. One of the main

steps in this direction was the development of momentum-

space optical potential models, which do not presuppose

t The results contained in this chapter have been published

previously (ref. 1)
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the fixed-scatterer approximation. This has been carried

out by Celenza, Liu and Shakin [7] (to be referred to as

CLS in the following) and also by Schmit etal. [5,6].

Especially in the formulation of CLS, the Fermi motion

of the target nucleons is treated carefully, including

a complete integration over the recoil momentum. Fur-

thermore, their rigorous use of relativistic kinematics

allows a natural extension to the intermediate- and

high-energy domain. It was shown by Liu and Shakin

[11,12] that a satisfactory description of the low-

energy scattering data can be obtained with these im-

provements. These results clearly establish the impor-

tance of a correct treatment of the Fermi notion at low

pion energies. They further argued that the remaining

discrepancies may be understood from true pion absorp-

tion in the intermediate scattering state.

The situation with respect to the importance of

medium effects is much less well understood. Medium

corrections to the single scattering optical potential

are due to the nuclear binding and the Pauli exclusion

principle.

The calculation of the nuclear-binding correction

requires the solution of three-body equations, which

represents a long calculation [3,13]. Due to the com-

plexity of such a calculation, so far only approxima-

tions are known, which indicate that binding is impor-

tant [14,15].

Due to the Pauli exclusion principle, the struck

nucleon is not allowed to go to a state which is already

occupied. In most calculations, the Pauli principle is

accounted for by applying a nuclear-matter procedure

[16]. In these treatments the nucleon momentum in the

intermediate-scattering state is restricted to values

larger than the Fermi value. Especially for light nu-

clei, the applicability of these procedures is question-
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able. Furthermore, as has been pointed out by Lenz [16],

the strong spin-isospin dependence of the irN interaction

requires a spin-isospin dependent treatment of the

Pauli principle effect, which is often neglected [3].

For pion scattering in the intermediate-energy region,

the calculation of the Pauli-principle effect is sim-

plified by the dominance of the P33 channel. Hirata et

al. [17,18] have studied pion scattering from '•He and
1 60 in the resonance region. They found important modi-

fications due to the Pauli blocking of nucleon spin and

isospin flips. For low-energy ^-nucleus scattering,

there is no P33 dominance and the Pauli-principle effect

should be included for the other uN channels as well.

In general, this is a technically complicated problem.

An exception to this is the case of ir-̂ He scattering.

In the usual shell model description, all four nucleons

occupy the same is orbital. Their states differ only in

the spin and isospin quantum numbers. For this reason,

in '•He Pauli corrections arise only because of the

blocking of forbidden spin and isospin flips.

In this chapter, the corrections to the single

scattering optical potential due to the Pauli-principle

for low-energy ir-̂ He scattering are evaluated. In the

calculations we use the CLS optical potential model,

which is based upon a relc<. Vvistic field-theoretical

description of the if-nucleus interaction. Furthermore,

we briefly discuss the combined effects of Pauli cor-

rections and the nuclear binding in the intermediate

scattering state.

This chapter is organized as follows. In sect.2.2

the CLS optical potential model is briefly reviewed.

This provides the background for a clear exposition of

the present treatment. The Pauli-principle correction

to ir-̂ He scattering is presented in sect. 2.3. In sect.2.4

the nuclear binding is considered. Finally we discuss
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the numerical results and draw some conclusions in

sect. 2.5.

2.2 THE SINGLE-SCATTERING OPTICAL POTENTIAL

By definition the optical potential generates the

elastic-scattering T-matrix, when it is iterated in a

Lippmann-Schwinger equation (or a relativistic general-

ization of it). In the Lippmann-Schwinger equation, one

sums over the intermediate scattering states, in which

the nucleus is in its ground state. The inelastic in-

termediate scattering states are incorporated in the

optical potential. Clearly the optical potential for

scattering from a nucleus, which has in general many

internal degrees of freedom, is an extremely complicated

object, and one has to rely on approximation schemes.

An approach which has proven to be particularly

fruitful for pion-nucleus scattering is the multiple-

scattering theory. Using this theory, the optical po-

tential can be written as a sum of contributions from

scattering processes in which the pion interacts with a

fixed number of nucleons. At low energies, the *N inter-

action is relatively weak. For this reason one expects

the dominant contribution to come from processes in

which the pion interacts with one nucleon only. These

processes are accounted for in the single-scattering

optical potential. In the following, we will confine

ourselves to the single-scattering optical potential.

In the CLS formulation, the single-scattering op-

tical potential is derived from the lowest order term

in a covariant multiple-scattering series [19,20]. In

the picture on which this covariant multiple-scattering

series is based, one considers the nucleus as a system

which virtually emits and reabsorbs nucleons, much in
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the same way as virtual pions are emitted by the nucleon.

The projectile is assumed to interact with one of the

"virtual" nucleons only. This is the relativistic ana-

log of the impulse approximation in the usual non-rela-

tivistic theory. One introduces field operators for the

nucleus, the pion, the struck nucleon and the residual

nucleus. The scattering processes may then be described

by using the Feynman-diagram technique. The resulting

invariant n-nucleus scattering matrix satisfies the

Bethe-Salpeter equation, which is reduced to a three-

dimensional equation, using the Blankenbecler-Sugar

technique [12]. This is accomplished by replacing the

Bethe-Salpeter-propagator by an appropriately chosen

propagator g, in such a way that the scattering ampli-

tude satisfies relativistic unitarity. To limit the

possible choices for the propagator g, one demands that

the nucleus is always constrained to the mass-shell.

The propagator g, for the scattering from a spin-zero

nucleus, which satisfies these requirements, considered

by CLS is [7]:

g(k) = G(h C (ïc) 6 (k° - iw + EA(ïc>). (2.1)

The Green function G is given by

G(£) = (w+ -E^ic) -EA(ic)) , (2.2)

and

C(jc) _ i _ , (2.3)
2E (Ê).2E.(ïc)

IT A

and the total energy w is

w = E^ico) +EA(ic0) (2.4)

where
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(mj +ïcg) *. (2.5)

EA(ïc0) - (m*+£§)*. (2.6)

The integration over k° in the modified Bethe-Salpeter

equation is carried out trivially. The resulting equa-

tion can be written as:

<k'|M|k> - <k'|K|k>+ f dk"<k'|K|k">C(k")G(k")<k"|M|k>. (2.7)

M and K are the invariant scattering matrix, and the

kernel which corresponds to the optical potential. Eq.

(2.7) can be converted in the Lippmann-Schwinger form.

To this end we define:

<k'|T|k> = C*(k')<k'lM|k>C*(k) , (2.8)

<k'|v|k> = C*(k')<k'|K|k>C*(k) , (2.9)

where V is interpreted as the optical potential. Sub-

stitution of (2.8) and (2.9) into (2.7) gives:

fc"'|T|fc"> « <k"'|v|fc">+ fd^"<t1|v|tt">G(t")<t"|T|tc> . (2.10)

In the CLS theory <k'|K|k> can be represented by the

diagram, shown in fig. 1. The corresponding expression

is given by (ref. [7]):

<k'|K|k> - £ f dQ - — O n V f M <p«,P»-Q;p,P
h EA-1 ( Q )

J,m^>p h(Q^Q R). (2.11)
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Fig. I. A graphical representation of the CLS first-order optical potential.

The dashed, light and heavy lines represent the pion, nucleon and nucleus (A)

and residual nucleus (A-l) respectively, p, P and Q are the 4-momenta for the

pion, nucleus and residual nucleus respectively. The nucleus and the residual

nucleus are placed on their mass-shell.

M „ and p are the invariant of f-she! 1 irN scattering

matrix and the invariant nuclear density matrix; p, P

and Q denote the 4-momenta of the pion, the nucleus and

the residual nucleus. Q and QR are 3-momenta of the

residual nucleus in the total it A c m . and the nuclear c m .

respectively. Q and Q_ are related by: [7]

QR = Q + k{k .Q(P°-MA) + |k|Q°}/MA , (2.12)

-»• -••

and a similar relation holds for Q' and Q*R«

h denotes the unoccupied single-particle state in the

residual nucleus; m and m denote the isospin and spin
T S

quantum numbers for the nuclear single-particle state

h. The orbital state is specified by p . (Anticipating

our discussion of the '•He case, we have neglected a

spin-orbit interaction in the nuclear Hamiltonian and a

h-dependence of M and E ($) in writing eq. (2.11).)
A—1 A—I

A three-dimensional integration over the three-momentum

Q in formula (2.11) is obtained, assuming that the resi-
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dual nucleus is on the mass-shell.

Retaining only the positive-energy part of the

nuclear wave function, the invariant nuclear density

matrix ph can be written as [7]:

•h.orb(5R>*h.orlA>-

In the*usual shell-model description, +. . (Q_) is
n,orD K

given by

2M
A

R L( Q )Y (Q ). (2.14)

^ R L

E (Q ) and E„(QD) ars the energies of the residual

nucleus and the nucleon in the restframe of the target

nucleus. Although the expression for the optical poten-

tial is found by using quantum-field theoretical methods,

it can readily be interpreted on the basis of the usual

quantum-mechanical approaches. To this end we define:

In the same way as M is related to T by means of eg.

(2.8), we can relate the invariant irN scattering matrix

to the t-matrix t „ , which satisfies a Lippmann-Schwin-

ger equation

where

(2.16)

is the relative TN momentum, which is related
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to the irA momentum ic and Q by

+Q{Q.Jc (w-/i-Q°) + |Q|.k°}/7i , (2.17)

and similarly for it' .

Substition of the relations (2.11), (2.13)-(2.16) into

eq. (2.9) gives

(2.18)

The factor 5 is given by

EA-J « ) 4 - a ^ § > - « A ^ > -a,(ft .ZEA0t) .EN(%) .EN(QR) .M2_,

(2.19)

which in the non-relativistic limit reduces to 5*1.

Denoting the nuclear ground-state wave function, which

is the Slater determinant formed by the single-particle

wave functions 4»"1, by tfo, w e obtain for the single-scat-

tering optical potential

V = A < * 0 !%„ | *0 > • (2.20)

Contact with the usual non-relativistic treatments of

the optical potential is established by making a cor-

rection for the required ground-state exclusion. The

usual way to exclude the elastic scattering state from

the optical potential is the Kerman-Mcmanus-Thaler

procedure [21], in which the antisymmetry of the nuclear

ground state is employed in a particularly elegant man-

ner. It consists in multiplying the optical potential
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by (A-D/A and dividing the resulting scattering matrix

by this same quantity. However, as was pointed out in

ref. [22], for the impulse approximation the Watson

method [23] is preferable. In this procedure the elas-

tic-scattering state is explicitly removed from the

optical potential using a projection operator [23].

This is accomplished by replacing t K in the optical

potential by t „, which is defined by

irN * irN irN '*° **° ' *N * (2.21)

Because of the antisymmetry of ^Q, this leads to the

following relation between the corrected optical poten-

tial V, and V:

V = V + v f - i G j V . (2.22)

This can be considered as a Lippmann-Schwinger equation,

with the modified Green function -(1/A)G. In the follow-

ing we will refer to this correction as the I/A correc-

tion.

2.3 'PAULI EXCLUSION PRINCIPLE

The outstanding feature of **He is that all its four

nucleons are in the same orbit (in the usual shell-model

description). Furthermore, this is an s-state, so there

is no spin-orbit interaction. Therefore, their single-

particle states differ only in the spin and isospin

states.

The inelastic nuclear states, which are accounted

for in the single-scattering optical potential, differ

from the ground state with respect to only one single-
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particle state. This may be a difference in the orbital,

the spin or the isospin part of the wave function. We

notice that a change in the orbital part is energeti-

cally less favoured than a Pauli-violating spin or an

isospin flip. A spin-flip has no consequences for the

energy of the nuclear system, while the only effect of

an isospin flip comes from the Coulomb force. One may

therefore expect that the Pauli-violating states give

significant contributions in calculations in which they

are not excluded.

Although in the full multiple-scattering expansion

of the optical potential the Pauli-principle require-

ments are satisfied, the single-scattering optical po-

tential contains Pauli-principle violating transitions

[21], which, especially for low-energy pion scattering,

may be expected to give significant contributions to

the ir-̂ He cross sections.

The exclusion of the Pauli-principle violating in-

termediate scattering states can be carried out in a

manner analogous to the way the nuclear ground state is

removed from the optical potential, using the Watson

procedure. First we will consider the exclusion of

Pauli-forbidden charge exchange reactions, subsequently

we treat the general case in which both the Pauli-vio-

lating isospin flips and spin flips are excluded from

the first-order optical potential.

To this end we write the '•He ground state wave

function \i>Q> as:

\*o> * I spin, orbit>|xt,0> . (3.1)

The spin and orbital dependent part of the ground-

state wave function is denoted by |spin, orbit>. |xt.0
>

represents the isospin-dependent part. Because of the

Pauli principle, the isospins of the nucleon and the
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residual nucleus are coupled to zero in the ground

state. For the Pauli-principle violating state the isc •

spins of the nucleon and the residual nucleus are paral-

lel. This may be written in the form:

I*PV> - I spin, orbit>|xt.,> . (3.1)

The exclusion of both the nuclear ground state and the

Pauli-violating state from the optical potential is ac-

complished by replacing t „ in the expression (2.20) by

T „ which is related to t „ by

vl^irN ' <3'3)

We neglect the (small) difference in energy of the "*He

ground state and the Pauli-violating state due to the

Coulomb force. This enables us to use the same w-^He

Green function G for the nuclear ground state and the

Pauli-violating state. Eq. (3.3) may then be written

as:

o r b i t > G < s P l n » o r b i tl T
1 fN*

Using the notation <x> * <spin, orbit|x|spin, orbit>,

we find from this relation:

<tirN> " < % N > G < % N > • (3'5)

He notice that <*«> and <t„ N
> are operators in the com-

bined pion-nucleon isospin space. It will appear to be

convenient to write explicitly:

<t > » I <t „> P1 , (3.6)
W N T-l/2 *N
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3/2 T T

T i r N T - l / 2 T i r N

T

P projects on irN states with total isospin T. <t „>

and <T N> are isoscalars. Substitution of eqs (3.6)

and (3.7) into (3.5) gives:

for each value of T. A channel optical potential V can

be defined by

L T T T
V « I V, V = 4CT<t.M> . (3.9)

T-l/2 L ™

CT is the matrix element <xt*ol
p lxt-0*» which is easi-

1 3 1 2

ly calculated, for T = ̂- and ^, CT is j and j respec-

tively. The factor 4 comes from A = 4 . Similarly we can

write

Ü - I U , UT - 4C <T,„> . (3.10)
T-l/2

From eq. (3.5) we obtain the following relation between

ET and V1:

UT = v T+V T I-—-GI Ur , (3.11)

which is also a Lippmann-Schwinger type equation, with

the modified Green function -G/4CT. Using eqs (3.9)-

, (3.11),the single-scattering optical potential Ü, from

which the elastic-scattering state and the Pauli-vio-

lating isospin flips are excluded,can be calculated in

a straightforward manner from V.
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The treatment of the combined exclusion of forbid-

den spin and isospin flips proceeds along the same

lines. We now write the **He ground state wave function

if»Q as:

(3.12)

|ls> is the orbital part and |xt.Q»X mQ> is the spin

and isospin dependent part. The nuclear spins and iso-

spins are coupled to zero, because of the required

antisymmetry. The Pauli corrected scattering matrix ~w

satisfies the equation:

where P= |ls><ls|. Because of the spin-isospin symmetry

of the '•He ground state, P is a unity operator in spin

and isospin space. Expanding t M and T „ in partial

waves, we find:

1» J » *

*• » J » *

B i

P projects on the wN partial wave *. PjJ is a projection

operator in spin space, which projects on a *N state

with total angular momentum j =1 ± J. From eqs (3.6)-

(3.8), we obtain:

£-J- P1GP7 P1 -
j P GpTTjlP

I t ,, fP*
fpif,GPT . P*}PJP

« l i t 1 J * * * J * *

* »J

*}PJPT.

(3.16)
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As was to be expected, we find a mixing term which

mixes the partial waves. For low energies, only TTN S and

P partial waves contribute significantly; therefore,the

mixing term introduces couplings between *N S- and P-

waves. In the following we will neglect this mixing.

This approximation can be justified as follows: at low

energies the ir-̂ He S-wave is largely determined by the

TTN S-waves, whereas the other n-^He partial waves are

almost completely dominated by the TTN P-waves [17].

Therefore,for each TTA partial wave separately, the con-

tribution of the mixing term will be small compared with

the diagonal term. Neglecting the mixing term, we ob-

tain from eq. (3.16):

<T . F
TjJt * J.JX, i j * i j * x

(3.17)

in which <x> = <ls|x|ls>. Analogous with eqs (3.10) and

(3.11) we write:

V = I vTj*, VTj* = 4C_C-0<t_-.P
a> , (3.18)

Tj£ T J t Tjfc

U = l ü T j £, U T j £ = 4C C. <~ . T>1> , (3.19)
Tl £

in which C. = <Xs»olPo I Xs-O*" = 1 ^ o r * = 0. For TN P-
J* i 2 1 3

waves,C. is -j and ^ for j =y a n d 7 r e sP e c t i v e ly* Using

the relations (3.18) and (3.19), eq. (3.17) takes the

form:

1 G (3.20)

Again we may find ff from V by solving the equation

(3.20) for each irN channel.
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2.4 THE NUCLEAR BINDING

We notice that the use of the pion-nucleus propa-

gator G in eq. (3.16) corresponds to using the ir bound

N scattering matrix for t, in which the binding cor-

rection is included.

In the low-energy regime one may expect that the

binding correction has a significant effect on the n—

nucleus cross sections.Unfortunately the calculation of

the ir bound N t-matrix from the free irN t-matrix pre-

sents an extremely complicated problem. Even under the

simplifying assumption that the nucleon residual nu-

cleus interaction may be represented by a two-body po-

tential, one still has to solve a set of three-body

equations involving three different particles [3]. One

of the effects of the nuclear binding is to influence

the irN collision energy. It has been argued by Landau

and Thomas [3] that much of the essential physics may

be included by the use of an energy shift in the irN

collision energy.

The uN collision energy /s, which appears in the

irN scattering matrix, is obtained from the 4-momentun

relation (see fig. 1):

s = (p + P-Q)2 , (4.1)

which is equal to:

s = w2 -2Q . w + Q2 . (4.2)

In the relativistic impulse approximation [11], one

puts |0| equal to the experimental value of the mass of

the residual nucleus. Applying this approximation, one

obtains for /s expressed in irA c m . variables
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Wo - M A _ j - |EA-llQI"HA-l)f (4*3)

which equals formula (2.14} of ref. [11). It expresses

that the 7rN collision energy is equal to the total en-

ergy of the 7r-nucleus system minus the recoil energy of

the residual nucleus. The relation with the usual non-

relativistic impulse approximation is found by consider-

ing the non-relativistic limit of /£. In this case eq.

(4.3) reduces to

/s = m +M. + —
ir A 2 -

M
HA-l

(4.4)

or

MA"KA-I "MA-I " KN" MN }* (4'5}

K^JJ is the kinetic energy of the relative *N motion.

K , KA_j and K are the kinetic energies of the nucleus,

the residual nucleus and the struck nucleon respective-

ly. We notice that in addition to the energy shift due

to the recoil, an energy shift occurs which is

equal to the single-nucleon separation energy. This is

of course the result of not taking binding into account

in the intermediate-scattering state, while it is in-

cluded trivially by using the experimental value for

the nuclear mass in the initial state. We now include

binding effects also in the intermediate-scattering

state by writing:

(4.6)

'i is a positive constant which may be considered as an

average potential-energy due to the nucleon-residual-
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nucleus interaction in the intermediate-scattering

state. An upper limit on A is given by the average po-

tential energy of a nucleon in the nuclear ground state.

As one will see in the following, neglecting the nuclear

binding in the intermediate scattering state may result

in unphysical unitarity-bound violating amplitudes.

Physical amplitudes are found if we include an energy

shift representing the nuclear binding.

2.5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Let us first summarize the ingredients that are

used as input to the calculations.

For the pion-nucleon amplitude t N we take the se-

parable model of Londergan, Moniz and McVoy [24]. Since

our main field of interest is the low energy region, we

used a more recent set of irN phase shifts compiled by

Salomon [25], For the higher energies the CERN theoreti-

cal phases [26] were used.

The nuclear density for '•He is described by simple

harmonic-oscillator wave functions with extension param-

eter v = a~2=0.53 fm~2 (ref. [27]). A c m . correction
u 3

changing this parameter by a factor (A-l)/A = -y has been

taken into account.

We calculated both ir+ and ir~ scattering cross sec-

tions, including the Coulomb interaction by the well-

known method of Vincent and Phatak [28]. As expected,

the Coulomb interference is found to play an important

role especially at the lower energies.

Since we are interested in the effects of Pauli

blocking and binding in the context of a single scatter-

ing optical potential, no attempt has been made to in-

clude any higher order effect. In particular no absorp-

tion is included in this investigation, although it is
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known to play an important role at low energies, as can

be judged most clearly from the sizeable level widths

in pionic atoms. We display our results in the form of

differential cross sections at energies where compari-

son with experiment is possible: T = 24 MeV (ref. [29]),

51 MeV, 75 MeV (ref. [30]) and 110 MeV (ref. [31]). For

T =110 MeV only data for IT" scattering exist.

For T =24(ir±), 51 (ir~) / 75(11*) and 110 (ir~) MeV we
IT

plotted three different curves (figs. 2 and 3). First

the uncorrected calculation (dotted line) using the

prescription of Liu and Shakin with the free irN scat-

tering matrix and no binding corrections. Then we in-

clude the l/A and Pauli corrections both for spin and

isospin flips (dashed line). Finally we included also

binding as described in sect.2.4. (solid line).

For T =51 MeV (IT ) we show the results in some
ir

more detail (fig. 4). First we will discuss the results

neglecting the binding correction. Subsequently we in-

clude binding effects by using an energy shift A in the

TTN collision energy.
2.5.1 Pauli effect

The general feature of the inclusion of Pauli ef-

fects alone is that the cross sections are substantial-

ly reduced for ^ = 51, 75 and 110 MeV while the minima

are shifted to the left. Only for T =24 MeV we notice

an increase of the cross sections (fig. 2 and 3). This

may be qualitatively understood in the following way.

From eq. (3.20) we see that the Pauli corrections can

be interpreted as a repulsive effect. At 24 MeV the

repulsive S31 TTN partial wave plays a very important

role and together with the repulsion of the Pauli block-

ing it produces a larger cross section. At higher ener-

gies, the P33 wave which is attractive, becomes more
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100

Fig. 2. The differential cross

section for w scattering at 1^ab

equal to 24, 51, 75 and 110 MeV.

The dotted, dashed and solid

lines correspond to the results

using the CLS optical potential;

the CLS optical potential includ-

ing I/A and Pauli-principle cor-

rections; and the CLS optical po-

tential including both the I/A

Pauli-principle corrections and a

shift in the *N collision energy

A *-20 MeV, representing binding

corrections. The data points for

24 MeV are fro* ref. 29, for 51

MeV and 75 MeV fro* ref. 30, and

for 110 MeV froa ref. 31.

180

cm
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CLS
+1/A + Pouli

Pouli +A =-20

60

•e,

24 M«V
Fig. 3. The differential cross

section for n scattering at T

equal to 75 and 24 MeV. The

legend of the curves is the sa

as in fig. 2.

lab

120 180

'cm.

and more important and now this attraction is partly

cancelled by the repulsive Pauli effect..

The relative importance of Pauli effects decreases

with increasing energy (fig. 2). This observation can

be understood as follows: for **He the Pauli-blocking

effects only nucleons which remain in their orbit,

prohibiting them to flip their spin or isospin orien-

tation. But at higher energies we expect intermediate

scattering states,in which the nucleon is removed from

its orbit,to become more important. Therefore,the rela-

tive importance of states which are effected by the

Pauli principle is reduced for higher scattering ener-
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100

10

51 MeV

CLS
42

0.01
+ •IA

'/A+Pouli (isospin)
'/A+ Pauli < full )

O 60 120

Fig. 4. The differential cross

section for IT scattering at

T l a b«5i MeV. In the upper graph

the dotted line corresponds to

the result using the CLS optical

potential. The dashed line and

solid line correspond to inclu-

sion of the 1/A+Pauli correc-

tions and binding corrections

with A*-42 MeV and A - -20 MeV

respectively (see eq. (4.6)). In

the lower graph the dotted,

dashed and solid curves are ob-

tained from the CLS optical po-

tential +1/A correction; The CLS

optical potential +1/A+Pauli

correction for isospin flip only

and the CLS optical potential

+I/A Pauli correction for both

spin and isospin flip respective-

ly. The data points are from ref.

1 8 0 [30].

•'cm.

gies, which agrees with the tendencies shown in fig. 2.

The same argument may be used to understand the

relative size of the Pauli effect at backward angles.

Although the effect is still appreciable, it is much

smaller than at intermediate angles. This is so because

at backward angles high momentum transfers are involved,

making it more probable that a nucleon is removed from

its orbit and thus reducing again the relative impor-

tance of states that are excluded by the Pauli prin-

ciple. For forward angles the Pauli effect is masked by

the large Coulomb scattering contribution.

In fig. 4 the effects are shown of including sep-

arately the I/A, I/A plus Pauli for isospin,and I/A
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plus Pauli corrections both for spin and isospin flips.

Clearly the inclusion of only the I/A correction is

significant but by far not as large as the inclusion of

the Pauli effect. We also see that the inclusion of

only isospin flip blocking already gives a very large

reduction, especially at intermediate angles.

In the calculation of the Pauli-principle effect

we have neglected the mixing terms in eq. (3.16). By

explicitly comparing the contributions of definite TTN

channels to the optical potential for each irA partial

wave separately, we found for low energies that the TTN

S-waves build up most of the 7rA S-waves, while the

other irA partial waves are mainly determined by the JTN

P-waves. For this reason we expect that the neglect of

these mixing terms will not modify the main features of

the Pauli-principle effect.

We also performed a calculation in which the Pauli

principle was taken into account for the P33 channel

alone, while the other waves were unchanged. In compar-

ison with the Pauli principle acting for all waves, we

found that at lower energies it is, as expected, not

enough to include corrections only in the P33 channel. At all

angles, inclusion of the Pauli principle for the other

waves significantly modifies the cross sections. At

higher energies (T =75, 110 MeV) the cross sections

are influenced considerably at intermediate angles,

although at backward angles the inclusion of the Pauli

correction to the other waves is negligible.

2.5.2 Binding corrections

Binding corrections are taken into account by the

shift parameter A,which can be interpreted as the aver-

age potential energy of the nucleon during the scatter-

ing process. An upper limit on A is provided by the

average potential energy in the nuclear ground state.
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which may be found from

A = E - <T> , (5.1)
max sep

where <T> is the average kinetic energy of a nucleon in

the ground state and E s*-20 MeV is the separation

energy. If we calculate <T> with our ground state wave

function we get <T> = 22 MeV resulting in A «-42 MeV.

Besides using A = A .we also have performed the calcu-* max' r

lations with A = -20 MeV.

The results are most clearly shown in fig. 4 . The

shift A produces a higher effective energy at which the

•irN amplitude is calculated, and since the amplitudes in-

crease with energy,also the cross sections increase.

This effect is stronger for larger A. Thus the inclu-

sion of binding partially compensates for the reduction

due to the Pauli effect. Note that at 24 MeV (figs 2

and 3) the inclusion of binding reduces the cross sec-

tion at forward angles, which may be understood from

cancellations of the various irN amplitudes. So here

again inclusion of binding compensates the Pauli effect.

Since we take our description of the binding cor-

rections to be energy independent, one may expect an

overestimate at higher energies and an underestimate at

lower energies. Figs 2 and 3 illustrate these observa-

tions. From fig. 4 we see that A =-20 MeV gives

a better agreement with the experimental data than the

maximal value A = -42 MeV.

In fig. 5 the amplitudes are plotted in the form

of Argand diagrams for L = 0, 1 ir~ scattering. We also

give the experimental results adapted from Binon et al.

[31]. One immediately sees that taking into account

only Pauli effects results in a highly non-unitarity

amplitude. He notice that the Pauli effect strongly

reduces the imaginary part of the amplitudes. Inclusion
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Fig. 5. Argand plot of the amplitudes for L » 0 and L> I. The L > 0 partial wave is clockwise, the L» I partial wave
anti-clockwite. Wc consider the energies T U b > 2 4 ( l ) , 51(2), 60(3), 68(4), 75(5) and 110(6) MeV. The dotted line
corresponds to the empirical "reconstructed" phases of Binon et al. [31]. Notation of the points: o «CLS optical
potential; o-CLS optical potential + I/A+Fauli corrections;.A*CLS optical potential * l/A«Pauli corrections
with a wM energy shift A--20 MtV. o-CLS optical potential • t/A^auli correction with a *M energy shift 6•-42 MeV.
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of binding with A *-20 MeV gives a physical amplitude

for T «75 and 110 MeV, but at 24 and 51 MeV this cor-

rection is still too small, if we include binding with

A *-42 MeV, the amplitudes at all energies are within

the unitarity bound. This also may reflect that binding

is less important at higher energies.

Besides the nuclear binding, also true pion ab-

sorption will add to the inelasticity of the pion-nu-

cleus amplitude. However, the major absorption-mechan-

isms involve at least two nucleons* For this reason

we do not expect absorption to give significant contri-

butions to the single-scattering optical potential. The

connection between the energy at which the *N amplitude

must be evaluated and unitarity is also discussed by

Myhrer and Silbar [13].

2.5.3 Conelusions

In this chapter the relevance of the Pauli princi-

ple for low-energy IT-'•He scattering is demonstrated.

The usual practice in optical-potential calculations to

account for the Pauli principle is to exclude interme-

diate nucleon momenta below the Fermi sea. In these

treatments no Pauli blocking of nucleon spin and iso-

spin flips is included. Neglecting spin and isospin

flip blocking led Landau and Thomas [3] to assume that

Pauli-principle effects are very small for w-^He scat-

tering.

The starting point in this treatment is the i.p.

shell model description for '•He. Using the i.p.

shell model the only Pauli-violating states which occur

are due to nucleon spin and isospin flips. Differential

cross sections are calculated in which the exclusion of

Pauli blocked spin and isospin flips are taken into ac-

count. We found that the inclusion of the Pauli-princi-
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pie corrections to the optical potential leads to a

worsening of the fit to elastic-scattering data.

Furthermore,it was shown that unitarity violations

occur if the nucleon residual-nucleus binding is ne-

glected. Taking binding effects into account in a sim-

ple manner by introducing a shift in the *N collision,

energy was found to lead to physical amplitudes lying

within the unitarity bound. The use of an energy shift

also restores the fit to the elastic-scattering data.

This result shows that the Pauli principle and the nu-

clear binding have opposite effects on the elastic-

scattering cross sections. Although more definite con-

clusions require a better treatment of the binding ef-

fect, it seems that the apparent success of the impulse

approximation in irA scattering is due to cancellations

between these effects.
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C H A P T E R I I I

MEDIUM CORRECTIONS TO THE REACTION CROSS SECTION

FOR LOW ENERGY PION **He SCATTERING +

3.1 INTRODUCTION

In response to the challenge posed by the failure

of the earlier Kisslinger type pi nucleus optical poten-

tials to describe the low energy elastic scattering

data [1], a large variety of optical potential models

has been developed,which give satisfactory fits to the

low energy elastic scattering data [2-6]. As was.pointed

out by Preedom [7], additional tests are therefore

needed to check the assumptions on which these optical

potential models are based. The need for such tests is

even more apparent in the case of models which involve

adjustable parameters to describe the elastic scattering

data. This motivated the recent studies of the reactive

content of the optical potential by Thomas and Landau

[8], Liu and Shakin [9] end others [10-13].

Tandy, Redish and Bolle [10] have shown that the reac-

tive process contained in the single scattering optical

potential is the single nucleon knock-out. This result

was found on the basis of a three-body model for the op-

tical potential. This three-body model for the single

scattering process follows if an independent particle

description for the nucleus is used.

A basic requirement for a meaningful model of the reac-

tion cross section is that it should reproduce the
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threshold energy for that reaction correctly. For the

reaction cross section,which follows from the single

scattering term,this requirement seems to be important

also for energies above threshold. This can be concluded

from an investigation by Thomas and Landau [8]. These

authors considered the reaction cross section corre-

sponding to the single scattering term for ir-12C scat-

tering, using a few simple optical potential models

which violate this requirement. They obtained values for

the reaction cross section which are more than an order

of magnitude too large. On the other hand much more

reasonable results have been obtained by Liu and Shakin

[9],who considered low energy ir-12C and ir-16O scatter-

ing. Elastic unitarity below threshold is guaranteed in

their model for the single scattering term. However, a

short-coming of their model is that it does not take

into account the effects of the exclusion principle and

the nucleon binding in the intermediate scattering

state.

Binding effects in the intermediate scattering state

are included in the optical potential model of Landau

and Thomas [5]. They achieved this by using an effective

nucleon binding energy. Or to put it in a different way:

by introducing an energy shift in the irN collision ener-

gy. (We point out that an exact calculation of the

binding effect would be a very long and costly calcula-

tion. Therefore,in practice only approximations are

used.) However, as was stressed by Shakin f11], this

procedure violates elastic unitarity below threshold.

Furthermore,the resulting reaction cross section is too

large. Thomas and Landau [8] could obtain a reduction,

of the reaction cross section by taking into account

Pauli principle effects. This shows that the Pauli

principle effect works in the right direction. Never-

theless there remain a few problems in the treatment by
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Thomas and Landau, viz:

1) Elastic unitarity below threshold is not recovered

by their inclusion of the Pauli principle effects.

2) The Pauli principle effects were included by using

an overly simple nuclear matter procedure, neglecting

any spin- or iso-spin dependence which is known to be

important. The inadequacy of this procedure is evident

from their results for the reaction cross section for

ir-12C scattering in the very low energy region, where

the predictions are belcw the experimental lower bounds.

3) Since the effective nucleon binding energy was used

as an adjustable parameter to explain elastic scatter-

ing data, it is not clear in how far it truly represents

a binding effect.

In the present investigation I have studied the

reactive content of the single scattering optical po-

tential with a particular emphasis on the treatment of

the Pauli principle. In the work of Tandy, Redish and

Bolle [10] and the subsequent studies by others [12,

13], the exclusion principle is given little attention.

We will see that in the exact three body model the re-

action threshold energy is determined both by the

nucleon binding and the Pauli principle.

In a preceding study [14] we have calculated the Pauli

principle effect consistently within the three body

model for ir-̂ He scattering. In this work binding effects

on the differential elastic cross section were calcu-

lated by the introduction of an energy shift, for which

we considered a few values. Here I determine the ener-

gy shift in the TTN collision energy for ir-̂ He scatter-

ing in such a way that the reactive channel opens at

the correct threshold energy. To insure that this holds

for each nA partial wave L separately, I introduce an

L-dependence of this shift. Because the Pauli principle
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is included in a very careful manner, the resulting

values for the energy shift give a meaningful indica-

tion of the strength of the binding effect.

I use this energy shift to calculate the reaction and

the elastic cross section for a number of energies in

the low energy range. We will see that the Pauli and

binding effects lead to a considerable reduction of the

reaction cross section, but, excepting very low energies,

the elastic cross section is only slightly modified.

The structure of this paper is as follows:

In sect.3.2 we discuss the reaction cross section for

the three-body model. We will consider the impulse ap-

proximation and a treatment in which Pauli and binding

effects are included in sect.3.3. Numerical results for

•n'-^He scattering are presented in sect. 3.4. Sect.3.5

contains some conclusions. Finally,a derivation of the

expressions for the reactive cross sections is given in

the Appendix for a few cases.

3.2 THE THREE-BODY MODEL

In the three body model the single scattering op-

tical potential can be written as:

V(E) = I <«Pn|TR(E + £n)|«pn> . (1)
n

The sum is over the bound s.p. states <p and e is the
n n

s.p. energy. The irN t-operator T O ( E + E ) satisfies the

Lippmann-Schwinger equation

T R(E+e n) = v + vG(E + en)RTR(E + e n ) . (2)

Here we have introduced the projection operator R,which

projects on the excited s.p. states. This guarantees

the required exclusion of the ground state and the Pauli
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principle condition. The pion-nucleus propagator

G(E + e ) accounts for the propagation of the pion and

the interacting nucleon-core system

/,. _ f _ U ^ — 1 / "D %

— 1(0 IS- . n„ „) . \Jl

operator for the relative nucleon-core motion and VH

The reaction cross section aB(E) which corresponds to

K

Here K . is the kinetic energy operator for the rela-

tive pion-nucleus motion and HN _ is the Hamiltonian

for the dynamics of the nucleon-core system

HN,C

In eq. (4) the quantity K-, „ is the kinetic energy

operator for the relative nuc

is the shell model potential.

The reaction cross sec

V(E) can be written as

aR(E) = const I f dk' f dK|<X£
+),<Pn|TR(E + en)

n

(5)

A derivation of this expression is given in the Appen-

dix.

The precise value of the proportionality constant de-

pends on the way in which relativistic aspects are

included in the theory [15], Here ïc and ^ are the momen-

ta of the relative pion-nucleus motion and the relative

nucleon-core motion respectively. In eq. (5) ^l~' and

x£ are the distorted outgoing nucleon wave and incom-

ing pion wave respectively.

In the theory presented by Tandy et al. [10]

instead of T_(E + e ) the usual Watson t-operator is

used and bound states other than the ground state
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are ignored. Here rather than ignoring these bound

(Pauli principle violating) states we formally exclude

them by using the projection operator R instead of the

usual Watson projection operator.

In view of the following it is useful to introduce also

the auxiliary t-operator x (E + e )/ which satisfies

x(E + e ) = v + vG(E + e ) x {E + e ) . (6)
n n n

Clearly x (E + en) is the t-operator for pion scattering

from a bound nucleon ignoring the Pauli principle. A

relation between x_(E + e ) and x (E + e ) is obtained by
K n n

eliminating the TTN potential v from (1) and (6) . Sup-

pressing the energy arguments, we can write the result

as

xD = x - xG(I -R)xp (7)
is. K.

which leads to a system of coupled equations for the

matrix elements of xD in the basis of the s.p. functions

cp . The reaction cross section corresponding to the

auxiliary optical potential, which is found if one re-

places xD(E + e ) in (1) by x (E + e ),is given by

o(E) = const { X ƒ dK7dK|<xk
+),(Pn|x(E + en)

n

n m

The first term in (8) differs from a (E) since ao(E)
K K

represents the situation where the nucleon goes imme-

diately to a positive energy state, while here it may
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first pass through several bound states.

From inspection of the energy arguments of the 6-func-

tions in (5) and (8) one observes that ao(E) vanishes

for E < E , as it should. This requirement does not

hold for a(E) as a consequence of the Pauli principle

violating transitions to bound states, or if n=m, as a

consequence of elastic scattering states. As we will see,

this observation has important implications for treatments

in which the medium corrections are included in some ap-

proximate way.

3.3 APPROXIMATIONS TO THE THREE-BODY MODEL

The appearance of the shell model potential V

in the pion-nucleus propagator G(io) complicates the ap-

plication of the three-body model in a practical calcu-

lation. Here we will consider two frequently applied

approximations, viz:

(i) The most straightforward approximation is to neglect

V so that instead of G(to) we obtain the propagator

Go(u) for the non-interacting pion, nucleon and core

system

: ) = G-^E + e ) +V„ (9)
n n N, C

E + + e - KM _ - K .n N,C ir ,A

where K „ and Kc'™' are the kinetic-energy operators
ir,N ir,N S J J T

for the relative irN motion and the motion of the irN

c m . in the irA c.m.s. respectively. In (10) the quan-

tity e n~
K^'y* i s t h e three-body energy shift, which is

the difference of the collision energies in the irA

c.m.s. and the irN c.m.s. This approximation has been
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called the 'proper impulse approximation' by Hyhrer

[16], since in it the three body energy shift is taken

into account in contrast to more simple versions of the

impulse approximation. In this case the optical poten-

tial V. (E) becomes
X • 3. •

V- a <E> " I <<p„|t(E + e„) !cp^> , (11)
2. • o • II II II

n
where

t ( E + e ) » v + vG0(E + e ) t ( E + e ) . (12)
tl tl XI

The reaction cross section for V. (E) is given by
x • fl •

o. (E) = const I ƒ die' /dit|<x<+),<Pn|t(E + e )
X • d • is. TL Tl

n
• | k ' , K > | 2 6 (E + e — Ej_ — E, i ) . (13)

In (13) there is no distortion in the outgoing nucleon

wave. It should be noted that I have used here the

same symbol x£ for the distorted in-coming pion wave as in

(5) , although the distortion is different in the two cases.

We notice that the use of the three-body energy shift

leads to a reaction cross section which does vanish

below threshold. .\i the exact three-body model an essen-

tial mechanism to achieve t M s is the Pauli blocking of

the bound states. Clearly in the proper impulse approxi-

mation there is no potential in the intermediate scat-

tering state to support bound states, which could give

rise to a finite value of the reaction cross section

for E < E

* sep

(ii) Since the binding potential V„ _ is not small, it

is a priori not at all clear that it may be neglected

completely from the intermediate *N scattering state.

One intuitively expects that the (attractive) binding

potential V„ _ partially compensates for the (negative)
a 9 C
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three body shift. Indeed studies by Myhrer [16] and

Faldt [17], who investigated the first iteration of the

Faddeev equation for low energy irD scattering, show

this effect. A similar result was found by Mailiet,

Dedonder and Schmit for ir-12C scattering using a dif-

ferent technique (they considered a Padë approximant).

A discussion of this point is also given by Landau and

Thomas [5]. Recent studies of pion nucleus scattering,

in which the intermediate nucleon binding is included

by means of an energy shift, have been performed by

Landau and Thomas [19] and also by Celenza, Liu and

Shakin [20]. The size of the energy shift used in these

studies is adjusted to the experimental scattering

data.

The reaction cross section in this approach is:

6 (E,A) = const I ƒ die' ƒ dS| <x^ ,'Pnl t(E + en + A)
n

. |ic',K>|2 6(E + e n +A-E R-E f c,). (14)

Here A is the energy shift representing the nucleon

binding in the intermediate scattering state. Wé see

that contrary to crR(E) in the exact three-body model,

the reactive channel opens at an energy E < E .He can

therefore expect, especially in the low energy region,

that the calculated reaction cross section will be too

large in this approximation. Indeed this has been found

by Thomas and Landau [8]. This is no great surprise,

since as we saw from the exact three body model, the

inclusion of only binding effects but not the Pauli

principle results in a reaction cross section which is

non-zero also for E < E
sep

In order to incorporate the Pauli principle requirement

and the ground state exclusion we define the operators

~, 7 and V by
K.
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t ( E + e n + A) (15)

R)~R (16)

n(E + e_)!<P_>. (17)

We notice that ~, ~„ and V correspond to T, T_ and V in
K K

the exact theory respectively.

The reaction cross section a*R (E, A) ,which is found start-

ing from 9(E),is given by

aR(E,A) = const { H d£' /dK|<X^+)
/<Pnl~R{E

n

m

- E R - E k , ) -

- e m - E k , ) } . (18)

We insert a complete set of plane wave functions for

the nucleon-core motion, then <xR(E,A) can be cast in

the form

aR(E,A) = const I / d k ' ƒ dK| <X^+\<Pn|TR(E + en)
n

| ( E + £ n + A - E K - E k , ï -

I m | 5 ( E + £ n - E m - E k , ) } . (19)
m

The integrand of (19) is the difference of two positive

definite functions of K and k. If E + e +A - E. , is suf-

ficiently large, ̂ „(EfA) will be positive since

k m | 5 ( 2 0 )
m m |Kh
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On the other hand, if E + e + A - E., is small, only a

limited range of |K|-values will add to the |K|— inte-

gration of the first term. In that case <JR(E,A) may

become negative. It is now easily seen that for each

value of E there exists one value of A for which <JR(E,A)

vanishes. Therefore the condition a"_(E,A) =0 uniquely

determines the value of the energy shift A for E < E

Having found this value one can calculate the elastic

cross sections.

The energy range E > E is more interesting for a com-

parison with experimental scattering data. In this

energy regime elastic unitarity below threshold does

not uniquely determine the value for A, since it does

not specify the variation with energy of the shift

parameter A. (We point out that for E < E the condi-

tion o* (E,A) =0 does introduce some E-dependence of the
K

energy shift A ). A clever way to fix this energy depend-
ence for E > E would be to determine A as a function

sep
of energy for E < E and then extrapolate this function

sep
for E > E . However, in practice the determination of

Scp

A(E) for E < E would involve a very expensive calcu-

lation. Here we will consider for E > E a constant
sep

value for A, which we determine from the requirement

that the reactive channel opens at the correct threshold

energy

t'
Using a constant value for A should not be unreasonable *"

as long as one remains well below the resonance region. [

This can be concluded from an investigation of the low ''

energy regime by Landau and Thomas [19], who obtain very

good fits to the elastic scattering data using a con-

stant for the effective nucleon binding energy. On the

other hand,in a study of the resonance region by
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Celenza, Liu and Shakin [20] a satisfactory agreement

with the data required an energy-dependence of the

shift parameter A.

The condition cT_ (E , A) =0 should hold for each irAK sep
partial wave contribution separately. To this end we

generalize the description to allow for an L-dependence

of the energy shift, where L denotes a irA partial wave.

Having established the value of AL for the relevant

partial waves, we are in a position to calculate the

cross sections.

3.4 MEDIUM CORRECTIONS FOR Tr'-̂ He SCATTERING

As an example of the treatment of binding and

Pauli-principle corrections proposed in the previous

section we will consider low energy ir~-"*He scattering.

The particular significance of the low energy region

for corrections of the type we are discussing here has

been stressed in a recent study by Landau and Thomas

[51.

I have calculated the reaction cross sections and the

total elastic cross sections both for the proper impulse

approximation and the case in which medium corrections

(binding and Pauli principle) are included. The calcu-

lations were performed at energies where a comparison

with experimental data is possible.

The results for the proper impulse approximation are

obtained using the optical potential model of Celenza,

Liu and Shakin [15]. These authors apply a relativistic

generalization of the proper impulse approximation.

Their treatment does not involve any factorization. In

particular the Fermi motion is treated rigorously. Fur-

thermore, compared to most other models the require-

ments of relativity are incorporated in a very satis-
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factory manner. The starting point in their derivation

of the optical potential is the Bethe-Salpeter equation,

which allows for a covariant treatment. A detailed dis-

cussion of this model can be found in the papers by

Celenza et al. [20-22].

For the 4He ground state I use a Gaussian wave function

with an harmonic oscillator parameter <xo = 1.37 fnu [231.

The usual centre of mass correction is taken into ac-

count. To incorporate the Coulomb interaction, the

exact procedure of Vincent and Phatak has been applied.

The inclusion of the Pauli principle effect and the

ground-state exclusion was performed according to the

method described in detail in ref. 14. In that study it

is shown how the Pauli principle corrections (for ''He:

the blocking of spin and isospin flips for a nucleon

which remains in the ls-orbit) and the ground state ex-

clusion can be included in the optical potential to all

orders by treating each of the irN channels separately.

The value of the energy shift A_ was found by minimizing
T T

|<j„(E ,AT) |, where a! is the contribution to the re-
K S 6p Lt K ^

p ^

active cross section of the it -'•He partial wave L. For

^He the separation energy is about 20 MeV. Two partial

waves were considered: L = 0 and L = l. The values ob-

tained for Ar _ and AT , respectively are 35.5 MeV and

24. MeV. We notice that both of these values are less

than the average potential energy of a nucleon in the

'•He ground state, which is roughly 40 MeV. The values

obtained for AT _ and AT , agree therefore with an in-

terpretation of the energy shift as an average potential

energy in the irN scattering state. Furthermore, the fact

that A. is smaller than AT n is in agreement with the

intuitive idea that binding effects should be most re-

levant for the central partial waves.

In the calculation of the reaction and elastic cross

sections I included medium corrections (Pauli-correc-
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tion and binding correction) for the L = 0 and L =1 par-

tial waves. For the higher partial wave contributions

I have used the proper impulse approximation.

Table I. The elastic and reaction cross section for * -''He scattering in

the impulse approximation (i.a.) and for the case in which we take medium

corrections (m.c.) into account. The experimental values are obtained from

a phase shift analysis by Binon et al. [25]. In the column Z we list the

difference between a. and a in percent.

Tlab

(MeV)

51

68

75

110

ï .

25

43

51

a.

. 3

.4

.9

76.4

ro.c.

32.9

46.7

55.7

82.1

jOnb)

Z

30

7

7

7

exp

29.5± 2.7

37.9± 1.5

46.8± 1.7

80.1 ± 2.8

i.a.

11.6

27.0

35.4
88.1

a

m.c.

5.5

15.6

2 1 . 5

66.7

react<"b>

%

52

42

39

23

exp

32.2 t
70.4 ±
89.6 +

162.5±

11.4
4 . 0

4.5

3 . 8

In table 1 I show the results for T l a b is: 51 MeV, 68

MeV, 75 MeV and 110 MeV. For comparison I have also

listed experimental values,which were obtained from a

recent phase shift analysis by Binon et al. [25]. From

this table we observe that except for the lowest ener-

gies, the modifications of the elastic cross sections

due to the medium corrections are relatively small. We

find a slight increase of about 7 %. On the other hand,

the effect on the reaction cross section is very signi-

ficant in the entire low energy range. We find a reduc-

tion of the impulse approximation results to roughly

1/2 at 51 MeV and 3/4 at 110 MeV.

The relatively small effect for 110 MeV presumably is

an artifact of the neglect of medium corrections for

the L^2 partial waves. These results show that the

reaction cross section is much more sensitive to medium

effects than the elastic cross section appears to be.

From a comparison with the experimental elastic cross
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section we notice that the agreement is reasonable,

although (especially for 68 MeV and 75 MeV) the predic-

tions are consistently too high. Applying the impulse

approximation we obtain too large values for 68 MeV and

75 MeV, whereas for 51 MeV and 110 MeV the results are

somewhat too low. The calculated reaction cross sections

are clearly far too low. To a lesser extent this also

holds for the impulse approximation. This disagreement

is of course no surprise since we have not included

absorption effects, which are known to be important in

the low-energy region. These results indicate that ab-

sorption (and perhaps other higher order processes) is

even more important than suggested by the discrepancy

of the impulse approximation results with the experi-

mental values.

Table 2. The contribution of the L * 0 and L» 1 partial waves to the

elastic and reaction cross section for it -''He scattering both for the

impulse approximation and the case in which medium corrections are included.

Tlab

(MeV)

51

68

75

110

ï.

2

3

3

2

• a .

.8

.1

.0

.1

0

m,

3

3

3

3

c

.c.

.8

.7

.4

.3

a(mb)

L»

ï.a.

22.1

38.9

46.4

61.9

1

m.

28

41

47

66

c.

.7

.5

.8

.5

ï.

4

5

6

9

L«

,a.

.6

.8

.2

.5

0

m.

1

3

4

15

°react

,c.

.0

.3

.7

.0

(mb)

L-

i.a.

6.5

18.6

24.8

51.1

1

n.c.

4.0

9.6

12.3

24.2

In Table 2 I list the contributions of the L = 0 and

L = 1 partial waves. For the elastic cross sections we

notice that the medium effects lead to a slight increase

for both the L = 0 and L = 1 partial waves. For the reac-

tion cross section a reduction to roughly a half is ob-

tained for the L = 1 partial wave due to medium effects.
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We observe that for the L = 0 partial wave the medium

corrections lead to a sharper increase with energy of

the reactive cross section. This presumably reflects a

higher rN P-wave admixture in the ir-**He L = 0 wave due

to the inclusion of the energy shift. Furthermore,we

notice that the L = 1 partial wave; clearly dominates the

elastic cross section, while for the reaction cross sec-

tion also the L « 0 partial wave contributes substanti-

ally.

The elastic differential cross sections are also rela-

tively insensitive to medium effects as can be seen

from Fig. 1. The 'results illustrate that optical poten-

10'

10

t-

CS

10
_1

10
_2

- 4 HC11" 4He
51 McV

impulse approx.
medium corn.

6 0 120 180120 180 60
6 c m (degrees)

Fig. 1. The differential cross section for *~ scattering at T. . equal

to 51 and 68 MeV. The dashed and solid curves correspond to the results

using the impulse approximation and the optical potential in which aediim

effects are included. The experimental data are from Crowe et al. [26].
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tial models which have different absorptive parts can

give very similar results for the elastic cross sec-

tions. We can conclude from this observation that the

absorption cross section cannot be determined unambig-

uously in theories in which an absorption term in the

optical potential is fitted only to elastic scattering

data.

3.5 SUMMARY

We have studied the effect of medium corrections

(binding and Pauli principle) on the implicit predic-

tion of the single scattering optical potential for the

knock-out cross section. The starting point in our

study has been the three-body model for the single scat-

tering optical potential.

A basic requirement to be satisfied in any meaningful

theory of the knock-out cross section in the low energy

region is that the threshold for this reaction should

be predicted at the correct energy. In the exact three

body model the value of the threshold energy is deter-

mined both by the nucleon binding energy and the exclu-

sion principle. If the effects of the binding and ex-

clusion principle are included in some approximate way,

a correct threshold energy is no longer guaranteed.

Elastic unitarity below threshold is guaranteed in

theories which include the three-body energy shift but

which ignore medium effects in the intermediate irN

scattering state.

In this investigation I presented a treatment in which

the reactive channel opens at the correct threshold and

which also takes medium effects into account. We esta-

blish the importance of the intermediate irN scattering

state binding effect by imposing two basic requirements:
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1) A correct treatment of the exclusion principle.

2) A correct value for the reaction threshold energy.

We have compared the elastic and reaction cross sec-

tions obtained by using the impulse approximation (in-

cluding, however, the three-body energy shift) for low

energy IT -'•He scattering with the cross sections, which

are obtained if medium corrections are included. The

main result is that medium effects lead to a reduction

of the reaction cross section by 30-50 % and to an in-

crease of the elastic cross section by about 5-10 %

(except for the very low energy region where this in-

crease is larger).

APPENDIX

For completeness I give in this Appendix the main

steps in the derivation of the expressions (5) and (8)

for aR(E) and a(E). The derivation of (13), (14) and

(18) proceed along the same lines.

First we consider the reactive cross section a(E), which

is implied by the auxiliary optical potential

I < ( p j T ( E + e n ) |cpn>. (A)
n

The unitarity relation corresponding to (A) can be

written as:

^ 1 e l e l ^
n

.<(Pn|AT(E + en) I ^ O ^ . (B)

In eq. (B) are T e l, G g l and n^*' the t-operator; propa-

gator and Möller operator for the elastic channel TTA

scattering and AA(E) = A+(E + in) -A(E + in). The second

term on the right-hand side in (B) accounts for the
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inelastic unitarity cuts. The discontinuity Ax(E + e )

is found from the Lippmann Schwinger equation (6). To

this end we apply the operator unitarity theorem which

states that for the operators A, B and C, which satisfy

the equation:

A = B + BCA (C)

holds

A = A +ACA+(A +C ++ 1)AB(1 +CA) . (D)

The result is

AT(E + E ) = T+(E+e )AG(E + e ) T (E + e ). (E)n n n n

The completeness relation for the eigenstates of the

nucleon-core Hamiltonian can be written as

m

in which Q«~£ is the Möller operator for the nucleon-

core interaction, assuming outgoing boundary conditions.

Using the relation

N,C N,C N,C N,C

we can write

H B <B + «,)«pJ. (H)
m

In G (E+e ) the Hamiltonian H„ _,which appears inm n N ,C
G(E + e ),is replaced by the s.h. energy -e . The reac-

tive cross section is now given for the limit n-»-0:
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l fle(l+)t<tpnlT+(E+ en>m

( I )

The expression (8) is obtained by writing explicitly

the plane wave representation for the incoming and out-

going pion and the outgoing nucleon.

To find the expression (5) we apply the operator uni-

tarity theorem to the equation (7). Since

I - R = I|iPm><Vml , (J)
m

this gives

ID

The reactive cross section aD (E) is defined by

R 2 k l Ï n Rtr+0 n

Using eq>. (K) this can be written as:
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.AG0(B + e n)o£>
 + TR(E+en)|«Pii>O<ï

) , (M)

which leads directly to expression (5).
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C H A P T E R IV

PAULI BLOCKING IN PION '•He SCATTERING

INCLUDING PARTIAL-WAVE MIXING

An essential ingredient in a theory for pion-

nucleus scattering is the single-scattering process in

which the pion scatters from one nucleon at a tine [1].

Usually one takes as the optical potential for this

process the ground state expectation value of the free

irN t-operator, summed over all nucleons:

Uopt

where the irN sub-energy u depends on the way in which

the binding and Fermi motion of the target nucleons are

treated [ 2 ]. In a three-body picture, the wl> sub-energy

is shifted downwards with respect to the wA c:"\. energy,

by the kinetic energy of the nuclear core in '-he *A

cm., and the binding energy e. of the struck uacleon in

the initial state. This is essentially the prescription

used by Liu and Shakin [3]. However, in this way the

nucleon-core interaction in the intermediate scattering

state is ignored. To include this "binding effect",

several authors use a reduced downward shift, e.g.

Landau and Thomas [4] take an unrealistically snail

value for e, and Schroit et al. [5] ignore e, completely.

For an optical potential of the form (1), a nixing

of the TTN partial waves into each *A partial wave in

the partial-wave expansion of the optical potential only
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arises from the three-body kinematics of the single-

scattering process. However, in eg. (1) the Pauli prin-

ciple for the intermediate-scattering states is not

taken into account, and this can have important effects

in irA scattering. As shown in chapter three, its neglect

may lead e.g. to a incorrect description of the thres-

hold behaviour of the single-scattering process. In a

complete theory, also Pauli blocking leads to a irN par-

tial-wave mixing. Because of the Pauli principle, one

should use a G-operator for the irN interaction rather

than a t-operator. In a G-operator the intermediate

propagation of the struck nucleon in the occupied

states is excluded. And, as is well known from nuclear-

structure studies where the G-operator was originally

introduced, the Pauli-projection operator which appears

in the G-operator leads to a mixing of partial waves

[7].

In this chapter we will consider calculations of

the Pauli-blocking effect for it-1*He scattering, in

which the irN partial-wave mixing is fully taken into

account. In this way the importance of this mixing for

pion scattering is established for the first time.

Furthermore, the present approach allows for a reliable

evaluation of the Pauli-blocking effect at intermediate

energies for which this mixing may be roost relevant.

Frequently, Pauli-principle corrections are cal-

culated by means of nuclear-matter procedures in which

a local-density approximation is applied to the nucleus

[2]. Then the phase space of the struck nucleon is re-

stricted by the Fermi sea of occupied states. In these

procedures it is standard to use the angle-averaged

Pauli operator [4], which comes down to neglecting the

partial-wave mixing. For small nuclei, however, one

cannot rely on a local-density approximation and in a

calculation of the Pauli-blocking effect, rather than a
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Fermi sea, one should use a shell-model description of

the occupied states. This has been done by Hirata et al.

in the framework of an isobar-hole description of the

TTA interaction for the P33 irN partial wave [8]. In

chapter two, we have shown how this can be generalized

to all relevant irN partial waves for an optical-poten-

tial description, which we have applied to ir-̂ He scat-

tering [9]. However, in that investigation the irN

partial-wave mixing was ignored. This restricted the

applicabi. ty to the low-energy regime where one may

expect this mixing to be the least important.

The relation between the G-operator for *N scatter-

ing T and the t-operator t is given by [8/9]

T = t - t i p i . (2)

Here the irA propagator is denoted by — and P is a pro-

jection operator which projects on the s.p. space of

occupied states. In this way the nuclear ground state

is also excluded, as is required for an optial potential

Numerically, however, the ground-state exclusion repre-

sents a much smaller correction than the Pauli-blocking

effect [9]. Using the same procedure as in chapter two,

we expand x and t into partial waves. This gives

T = I T . P * P j P T (3)

and
t = I t P*PJPT (4)

Tj* T j * *

where P projects on a irN partial wave with orbital
i Tangular momentum l, and where Pjj and P are projection

operators which project on the irN spin and isospin

space respectively. Substituting eqs (3) and (4) into

eq. (2) gives
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TTj* P PA P "

j f a * p P £ 1 I P TTjap

ƒ,
(5)

In eg. (5) , the las t term represents the partial-wave
mixing contribution. We write the optical potential
UQ t as the sum of i t s irN partial-wave contributions

U « I UTjA, where ü T j t - 4C_C., < l s | t T . , P 1 | l s > .

(6)

We will restrict ourselves to nN S and P waves. The co-

efficient C. is 1 for S waves and for P waves 1/3, and

2/3 for j = l/2, and 3/2 respectively. The coefficient

CT is 1/3 for T = l/2, and 2/3 for T«3/2. The factor 4

comes from the number of nucleons, and |ls> denotes the

orbital part of the '•He ground state. We can also write

the optical potential ÜQ fc, which is defined in terms

of T instead of t, as

opt TJ£ - ' and

(7)

Since for '•He the projection operator P simply equals

|Is><Is|, we can derive from eg. (5} the following set

of relations between t! J* and UTj*:

U(SX!) * U(SiI)-3/4U(S1!) 1/eU(S!!>-3ACUCP!i) 1/eÏÏ(Sn)+U(P13>1/eü(Su)]

(8a)
1J(S3I) - U(S31)-3/8U(S31) J/etr(S3!)-3/8[U(P33)J/eBf(S31)+U(P33) 1/etT(S31) ]

(8b)

(8c)
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ÏÏ(P3i) - U(P31)-9/8U(P31)l/eU(P31)-3/8U(S31)l/eU(P31)

ÏÏ(P13) « U(P13)-9/8ü(P13)l/eÏÏ(P13)-3/4U(Sn)l/eïl(P13) (8e)

(8f)

Here the standard notation I»2T+1 2- + J is used. One ob-

serves from egs (8a) - (8f) that the Pauli principle

leads to a mixing of irN partial waves of opposite pari-

ty. This mixing results from TTN charge exchange inter-

actions which lead to a Pauli-principle violating state.

Charge-exchange interactions can take place both for irN

S-waves and P-wavesr as is illustrated in fig. 1. Fur-

thermore also the spin-orbit contributions lead to a

mixing.

\ ir° /

\ '~~^ >
L.0 \ / \/ L.I

(1S) i (1S)——<• (15)

Fig. 1. Illustration of a *N charge exchange process which leads to a

Fauli principle violating state, involving *N S and P wave interactions.
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It is easily verified that similar equations can also

be written for the ir-̂ He partial wave contributions to
U and U separately. Because of this, one can con-opt opt
elude that the effect of the "mixing terms" depends

crucially on the irN partial-wave admixture in the ir-̂ He

partial wave contributions to U . If this admixture

is small, e.g. at low energies, one may expect little

effect of the TTN partial-wave mixing due to the Pauli

principle.

In a calculation of the Pauli-blocking effects by

means of the eqs (8a) - (8f) we need as an input a model
for U , in which the nucleon-core interaction isopt
taken into account. The proper way in which U should

be constructed, is by means of a three-body calculation

[1,10]. Only very recently is this problem beginning to

attract serious attention [11,13], and the common prac-

tice is to use a much simpler method, in which one aims

at approximating the results of such a three-body treat-

ment as well as possible by means of a clever choice

for the irN sub-energy [4,5]. A three-body treatment is

discussed in the next chapters. However, it is also in-

teresting to see what results we obtain for this simpler

procedure in the present discussion, in which we are

mainly interested in the Pauli blocking effect.

As in the previous chapters, we will use essen-

tially the covariant Celenza, Liu and Shakin (CLS)

optical-potential model [14] for U Q . In the applica-

tions of this covariant model by Liu and Shakin [3],

the 7rN collision energy u = /s is obtained from the

four-vector relation

s = (P+p-Q) 2, (9)

where P, p and Q are the four vectors of the nucleus, L

pion and spectator respectively, and ,
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Q2 = Mc
2, (10)

where M„ is the mass of the spectator nucleus. This-,
ü

however, is precisely the choice for u in which inter-

mediate binding effects are completely ignored, as can

be seen more clearly in the non-relativistic limit, for

which eqs (9) and (10) lead to u = E - K „ - E , whereE, Kc and E are the asymptotic kinetic energy of the

pion in the nA cm., the kinetic energy operator for

the spectator, and the single nucleon separation energy

respectively". To incorporate binding corrections, I

adopt a method which is based on an observation made by

Schmit et al. [5], They have shown that in a first ap-

proximation the binding correction cancels the downward

energy shift due to the separation energy. This suggests

that binding effects can be included by taking instead

of eq. (10)

Q2 = ( M A - M N )
2 , (11)

in which MA and MN are the masses for the nucleus and

the nucleon respectively. Now we have in the non-rela-

tivistic limit (o = E - K_. One may notice that taking

binding effects into account in this way, results in a

description for U which is very similar to the

scheme proposed by Schmit et al. [5]. Like CLS they

carry out the complete Fermi averaging. However, they

ignore Pauli-principle effects. The present results

will therefore be relevant also to their optical poten-

tial, and closely related optical-potential models such

as the Landau and Thomas model [4]. Furthermore, the

present scheme is essentially equivalent to the isobar

hole description of Hirata et al. [8], if their "spread-

ing potential" is turned off and if the Pauli correct-

ions in the S and the small P waves plus the "mixing
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terms" for the P33 partial wave in Ef are ignored,

which allows for interesting comparisons also to their

results.

Calculations for the differential cross sections

have been performed for three cases. First I ignored

the Pauli-blocking completely, taking for the optical

potential U . Then I included Pauli-principle effects

ignoring the mixing terms. Finally a full calculation

was carried out, using u • The results are displayed
opt

in figs 2 and 3. In fig. 2 IT scattering is examined at

24 MeV, 51 MeV and 75 MeV. The cross sections for it*

scattering show more structure than for ir~ scattering.

However, at resonance energies, accurate data exist

only for ir~ scattering. Therefore, in the calculations

for that energy region I considered ir~ scattering.

Fig. 3 shows the results for ir~ scattering at 110 MeV,

150 MeV and 180 MeV. For comparison I also plot the

available experimental data [15]. Considering first the

low energy results for ir + scattering (fig. 2) , we find

a poor agreement with the experimental data if the

Pauli-blocking is ignored completely. The curves exhibit

a strikingly different behaviour for 24 MeV compared to

51 MeV and 75 MeV. While for 24 MeV the cross sections

are much too low, they are strongly overestimated at 51

MeV and 75 MeV, in particular at forward angles. This

difference reflects the dominance of the repulsive irN

S waves at 24 MeV, while at the higher energies the

attractive P33 takes over. However, both for 24 MeV and

for 51 MeV and 75 MeV, we obtain an important improve-

ment by taking into account Pauli-blocking corrections.

One can also judge from these results that the mixing

of irN partial waves due to the exclusion principle in-

deed represents a minor effect for low-energy scatter-

ing. It mainly leads to a slight increase of the cross

sections at forward angles, and a small decrease at
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102

NO PAU LI BLOCK.

PAULI BLOCK.,
NO MIXING
PAULI BLOCK.,
+ MIXING

60 120 180
CM SCAT ANGLE

Fig. 2. The differential cross

sections for it scattering at

T l a b equal to 24, 51 and 75 MeV.

The dashed, dotted and solid

curves correspond to the results

in which the exclusion require-

ments are ignored; the inclusion

requirements are taken into ac-

count, but in which the mixing

terms are ignored; the full cal-

culation of the exclusion re-

quirements, including the mixing

terms. The data for 24 MeV are

from Nordberg and Kinsey and for

51 and 75 MeV from Crowe et al.

[15].
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NOPAULI BLOCK.

PAUU BLOCK..
NO MIXING
PAULI BLOCK.,
+ MIXING

10_1

MaV

0 60 120 180
— • CM SCAT. ANGLE

Fig. 3. The differential cross

section for IT scattering at

Tlab
M e V' M e V a n d

180 MeV. The legend of the curves

is the same as in fig. 2. The data

from Binon et al. [IS].
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backward angles. Examining now the IT" results for the

higher energies (fig. 3), we notice that the effect of

the partial-wave mixing is larger. Again we find an in-

crease of the cross sections at forward angles and a

reduction at backward angles. For 180 MeV the increase

at forward angles even leads to larger cross sections

at the first minimum as compared to the results obtained

with U (i.e. no exclusion corrections). On the otheropt
hand, if the mixing terms are ignored, a deepening of

the minimum results for all three energies considered.

We also find that at intermediate energies the Pauli-

blocking correction does not improve the agreement with

the experimental data (except,* perhaps, at extremely

backward angles, however, a single-scattering theory is

not very reliable at these large momentum transfers).

At forward angles, the Pauli effect even worsens the

agreement, in particular if the mixing terms are in-

cluded. This contrasts markedly with the low-energy

regime.

Furthermore, we find that the results for U in-
opt

deed compare very well with those obtained by Maillet

et al. [16] and that the dotted curves are very similar

to the results of Hirata et al. [17], if they do not

include a spreading potential.

The tendencies that we found in the differential

cross sections can be seen very clearly also in the in-

tegrated elastic cross sections (fig. 4).

At low energies (E <100 MeV), we see that using

ü strongly overestimates the data, e.g. at E=75 MeV

by almost 50 %, and the Pauli-blocking corrections lead

to a considerable improvement (Now at 75 MeV the calcu-

lated value falls within the experimental error.).

Furthermore, it is interesting to see that the results

in which the Pauli-blocking is taken into account are

quite close to the results for Ü in which the Liu
opt
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2 0 0

150

E
1 100
b*

t
50 CLS NO BIND

CLS + BIND
PAULI BLOCK., NO MIXING
PAULI BLOCK., AND MIXING

100 200 400

•Tn.(MeV)

500

Fig. 4. The integrated elastic cross sections. The data

are obtained from Binon et al. [l5l. The dotted, dash-dotted

and solid curves are the results for the CLS optical potential

in which the intermediate binding is taken into account; the

intermediate binding is ignored; the exclusion requirements

are taken into account ignoring the mixing term; the full cal-

culation of the exclusion requirements including partial wave

mixing.

and Shakin [3] choice is made for the TTN sub-energy

(eqs (9) and (10)), i.e. in which the intermediate

nucleon-core interaction is ignored. This shows an im-

portant cancellation between binding and Pauli-principle

corrections. This cancellation is not difficult to

understand: The Pauli principle blocks the prohibited

bound states, which arise in the nucleon-core inter-

action.

For the intermediate energies, the results are
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quite different. Here we have a reasonable agreement

with the data using UQ , and much too large values if

the Pauli blocking is included. At resonance the elastic

cross section is overestimated by 20-30 % if partial-

wave mixing is ignored and by 30-40 % in a complete

calculation. Although here the magnitude of the cross

sections shows no evidence of a cancellation between

binding and Pauli effects, we do find an upward energy

shift of the resonance peak by about 20 MeV due to the

Pauli correction, bringing it very close to the result

in which the binding and the Pauli effects are ignored.

The total cross section a_, and the reactive cross

section a_ are displayed in fig. 5. For U .we find a
R Opt

reactive cross section which is remarkably close to the

data. This, however, is not very desirable in view of

the absorption channel which we have ignored completely.

Including the Pauli-blocking corrections leads to a

reduction which is considerable at low energies. Com-

pared to the data, the complete calculation falls short

by typically 30 mb at 51 MeV. The (rather scarce) data

[18] on the total absorption cross section suggest that

such discrepancies can be explained from our neglect of

the absorption channel. The results for o , and cr im-

ply a total cross section a which is not too far off

compared to the data at resonance, but which underesti-

mates the data at low energies.

Summarizing the results, we have seen that the

present model for the single-scattering process, in

which the Pauli-blocking is treated very carefully, but

in which binding effects are taken into account by

means of an effective irN sub-energy, leads to satisfac-

tory results at low energies. The discrepancies with

the data at these energies are reasonable in view of

the neglect of the absorption channel. Furthermore, if

the Pauli principle is ignored but if the binding cor-

rection is retained, we found cross sections which
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400

300

a
E 200

t 100

t

CLS NO BIND

CLS + BIND
-I- PAULI BLOCK.
NO MIXING

+ PAULI BLOCK.
AND MIXING

50 100 150 200 250
• Tn ( M«V)

Fig. 5. The total cross section o_ and the reactive cross section o_
1 K

The legend of curves is the same as in fig. 4.
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are very similar to those of Maillet et al. [16]. This

shows that much of the failure of their model at low

energies can be attributed to their neglect of the

Pauli principle.

For the resonance region, the total cross sections

are in reasonable agreement with the data, however, the

present model severily overestimates the elastic cross

sections, in particular if the irN partial-wave mixing

due to the Pauli principle is taken into account. To a

slightly lesser extent, this has also been found by

Hirata et al. in their isobar-hole calculation. Notice

that in an isobar-hole formalism the mixing terms do

not arise naturally. Hirata et al. [8] could achieve

improvement by means of the phenomenological spreading

potential. In an attempt to interprete the spreading

potential, they emphasized the role of the absorption

process. Also a treatment of the binding correction by

means of a genuine three-body calculation, rather than

by means of a constant energy shift, may lead to

more realistic values for a /a -. In particular the ir-d

calculations by Woloshyn et al. [19] suggest that the

binding correction will lead to an important increase

in the absorptive part of the optical potential, giving

larger values for the ratio a /a -. The energy shift oy

means of which the nucleon-core interaction is simulated

in the present discussion indeed leads to an increase

of this ratio at lower energies (e.g. at 51 MeV the

ratio is a /a = .43 for the Liu and Shakin choice for
r el

the TTN sub-energy egs.(9) and (10), while using eqs (9)

and (11) leads to a /a =.90). In the intermediate-

energy regime, however, we do not find such an increase.

This indicates that in order to account for the binding

correction at resonance energies, a simple energy shift

may not be adequate.

Lastly, we have studied in some detail the effects
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of the irN partial-wave mixing due to the Pauli princi-

ple. We found that this mixing leads to small modifica-

tions at low energies, however, at resonance energies

it gives an increase in the cross sections of typically

15 %.
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C H A P T E R V

BINDING AND PAULI-PRINCIPLE CORRECTIONS

IN SUBTHRESHOLD PION-^He SCATTERING:

A THREE-BODY CALCULATION1

5.I INTRODUCTION

In most theoretical descriptions of pion-nucleus

scattering, phenomenological t-matrices are used for

the elementary irN interaction, employing some version

of multiple-scattering theory, usually the TTN interac-

tion is treated as if the nucleons were free. Thereby

one neglects the nuclear binding and the Pauli-princi-

ple. This is the impulse approximation.

The validity of the impulse approximation has been

questioned by a number of authors and corrections to it

have been proposed [2-10]. Although the majority of

these studies concern pion-nucleus scattering in the

33-resonance region, it seems that medium corrections

(binding corrections and corrections due to the Pauli-

principle) are also of importance for very low energies.

This can be concluded from calculations of the pion-

nucleus scattering length.

The experimentally determined values for the scat-

tering length cannot be understood on the basis of

first-order optical potentials which employ the impulse

approximation. This holds in particular for the isospin-

symmetric nuclei, which are usually studied in theoretic-

Submitted for publication [l]
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al investigations ('•He, 1 2C, 1 6 O ) . For these nuclei

large corrections can be expected due to the cancella-

tions between the irN partial-wave contributions. Sim-

ple estimates by Koltun et al. [11,12] and also by Lohs

[13] show that much more reasonable values for the

scattering length are obtained if higher-order correc-

tions are taken into account. The higher-order correc-

tions considered by these authors mainly arise as a

consequence of the Pauli principle.

In the previous chapters we have seen that there

are also large Pauli-principle effects on the low

energy ir-̂ He scattering cross sections [14,15].

In those investigations the Pauli-principle correction

was taken into account in a very careful manner. We

also considered binding effects although for these a

too simple procedure was used. It consists in replacing

the nucleon-core (the residual A-l nucleus) potential

by an average value. The results suggested that there

is a considerable cancellation between these two cor-

rections. Of course to obtain more definite conclusions

about the importance of these medium corrections, the

nucleon-core potential should be treated properly as an

operator.

In this chapter calculations are presented of both

the Pauli principle and the binding effects in the

framework of the single-scattering optical potential

for pion '•He scattering at energies below the nucleon

knock-out threshold.

Subthreshold scattering of pions is of interest

also because of the promises it holds to obtain infor-

mation about the pion-absorption mechanism [16]. In

this energy regime pion absorption is the only possible

reaction (as far as strong interactions are concerned).

Clearly a prerequisite in extracting such information

from experimental data is that the competing pion-
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nucleus scattering processes are understood in suffi-

cient detail. Besides pion absorption, the most impor-

tant contributions come from the process in which the

pion scatters from only one nucleon [17]. This process

is accounted for by the single-scattering optical po-

tential .

The relative simplicity of the '•He structure makes

the Tr-4He system a very useful tool for studying pion-

nucleus dynamics. Furthermore, a discussion of sub-

threshold scattering is particularly relevant for the

case of '•He in view of its large average single nucleon

separation energy of 20.3 MeV, which is important from

an experimental point of view.

The starting point in our calculation is the three-

body model (pion, nucleon, core) for the pion-nucleus

single-scattering optical potential. As was realized by

Revai [18], within the framework of an independent par-

ticle shell-model description of the nucleus, the bind-

ing problem can be interpreted as a three-body problem.

In fact most of the corrections to the impulse approxi-

mation that have been proposed, such as the application

of optimal choices for the nN collision energy or fixed

infinite binding potentials, are approximations to the

solution of this problem. A rather complete list of

references on this subject is given in the recent paper

by Silver and Austern [19]. These authors have developed

a configuration-space optical potential in which medium

corrections are taken into account in a non-perturbative

manner. They have applied this optical-potential model

to pion-nucleus scattering in the resonance region.

However, to keep the calculations within manageable pro-

portions they were forced to make a considerable number

of simplifications, in particular with respect to the

handling of the kinematics.

In this chapter a momentum-space description is
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given. The use of momentum space allows for an accurate

treatment of the kinematical requirements. Somewhat sim-

ilar to this approach is a recant discussion of the

ir-̂ He optical potential by Wakamatsu [3]. However,

whereas he considers only the first iteration of the

three-body equations, we are interested in the exact

solution. Below the reaction threshold the binding prob-

lem simplifies considerably, therefore a very careful

analysis can be carried through. Contrary to Wakamatsu's

investigation I have not applied any factorization ap-

proximation. Furthermore, the application of the unitar-

ized pole approximation to the nucleon-core interaction

allows for a treatment of the binding correction which

is consistent with the choice for the nuclear wave

function. As we will see, this is very important in

order to insure elastic unitarity below threshold. The

outline of this chapter is as follows: In sect.5.2 we

briefly review the three-body model for the single-

scattering optical potential. The UPA as a model for

the nucleon-core interaction is discussed in sect.5.3.

The equations for the optical potential in the case of

pion-^He scattering are derived in sect. 5.4. I present

the numerical results in sect. 5.5. Sect. 5.6 contains a

summary of the main conclusions.

5.2 MEDIUM CORRECTIONS

5.2.1. The single-scattering optical potential

In this subsection we will briefly review the

single-scattering optical potential U(E), with an em-

phasis on the three-body aspects. In U(E) one accounts

for the scattering of the pion from one target nucleon

at a time, summed over all nucleons. Expressed in terms

of the irN t-operator T (E) for the pion scattering from

a nucleon which is bound by a shell-model potential.
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the optical potential is given by:

U(E) = A< *0 1 T (E) | 4-o >• (2.1)

Here i/>0 is the properly anti-symmetrized nuclear ground

state.

If the residual interactions are ignored, the t-

operator T(E) represents a three-body object. For T(E)

one can write the Lippmann-Schwinger equation:

T(E) = v + vG(E) R T ( E ) , (2.2)

where G(E) is the Green function which describes the

propagation of the pion-nucleus system

G(E) = (E+-K - H A ) ~
1 . (2.3)

In this expression is K^ the kinetic-energy operator

for the pion and H. is the nuclear Hamiltonian. The

nucleons move independently in their shell-model orbits

and the requirements from the ground-state exclusion

and the Pauli principle come down to allowing only

lp-lh states in the intermediate irN scattering state.

This is accomplished by the projection operator R which

projects on the lp-lh space. Under the assumptions of

an i.p. shell model, the nuclear Hamiltonian is given

by:

K N + V N , C + K C + H C -

In this expression KN and Kc represent the kinetic-

energy operators for the motion of the struck nucleon

and the core respectively. V„ „ is the shell-model po-

tential and H_ is the Hamiltonian which describes the
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internal dynamics of the core. Using the fact that the

TTN potential v commutes with H„, we can write the opti-

cal potential as:

U(E) = £ <cpn|T(E + en) |(Pn> (2.5)

in which the summation is over the occupied s.p. states

cp and e in the s.p. energy. The s.p. energy e in

this expression comes from the core Hamiltonian H_. The

Green function G(E + e ) becomes
n

G(E + e ) = (E++e -K - * - - VB - ) " 1 . (2.6)
n n TT , A N,C N,C

Here K . and K„ _ are the kinetic energy operators for

the relative pion-nucleus motion and the relative nu-

cleon-core motion respectively. Furthermore, one may

write the projection operator R as

R = i-p. p = I |<p ><9 \ , (2.7)
n a a

where I is the unity operator and R is the projection

operator which projects on the occupied s.p. states.

Following the usual practice in three-body theory

we eliminate in the Lippmann-Schwinger equation for

T(E) the nucleon-core potential VH _ and the pion-nu-

cleon potential v in favour of the t-operators t

and t respectively. The resulting equation for T(E) can

be cast in the form (see fig. 1)

(2.8)

where Go(E + e ) is defined by:
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(A) ,-1 xzzzza

Fig. 1. An illustration of the medium corrections to the single-scattering

optical potential. The triangle-diagram represents the optical potential in

the impulse approximation. The nucleon-core interaction is represented by

the square. Notice that this differs from the UPA nucleon-core t-operator

because of the exclusion requirements.

(E . (2.9)

The t-operators t and tM satisfy respectively
IN |L

(2.10)

and

in which K „ „ denotes the kinetic energy for the motion

of the core in the nA c m . In view of the following it

is useful to introduce also the irN t-operator ~(E) for

the pion scattering from a bound nucleon,in which one

ignores the exclusion requirements. In this case ~(E)
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satisfies simply

.G0(E + en) t^c^ + ̂ - K ^ G o C E + e^^E + e^ , (2.12)

and is related to T(E) by

~ ~ En) (2.13)

5.2.2 Subthveshold elastic unitarity

If the pion energy is below the nucleon knock-out

threshold, the optical potential should be real [15]

(Anticipating our discussion of ir-̂ He scattering, we

will ignore possible excited bound states in the fol-

lowing) . Because of the importance of this requirement

in the present discussion of subthreshold scattering, we

will demonstrate in some detail how it is satisfied by

U(E). To this end we write explicitly the bound-state

poles in tN)(,

The contribution A(E + e - K„ „) comes from the elastic
n a) i»

unitarity cut and the Born approximation term. The im-

portant point is that A(E + e - K„ „) is real for nega-

tive nucleon-core energies. The optical potential can

now be written as:
i . a . bind excl bind

U(E) - I <tpjT(E + en) I <Pn> - Ü (E)+Up(E)+U (E)+UA(E), (2 .15)

where
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i.a.
U (E) = F <tp I t(E + e -K „ _) I (p > (2.16)

^n n n irN.C n

bind
ü (E) =1 l «^ItCE+^^^eoCE + e^^I, ) t

(2.17)

excl
U (E) = -^ Zt<«Pnl

| e ) |(p > . (2.18)
jo n u

bind
The term ü.(E) takes into account the contributionsA
which come from A(E + e -K „). In the impulse approxi-

n N, L. i a.

mation one retains only the term U *(E) on the right-

hand side of eq. (2.15). In this approximation one ig-

nores the nuclear binding and the Pauli principle in
i.a.

the intermediate inelastic-scattering states. In U (E)
the three-body energy shift e - K „ _ is included,

ï.a. n T«,C
which secures that U (E) is real below threshold. The
binding corrections which come from the bound-state

bind
poles are given by U (E). The exclusion requirements

P

(due to the Pauli principle and the ground-state exclu-

sion) are incorporated through the term U (E). Consid-

ering the poles in the propagator (E+ + e -K «"e»)" 1

n ir j A J&

which appears in eqs (2.17) and (2.18) we notice that
bind excl

their residues in the expression U (E) and U (E) exact-

ly cancel out. It is this cancellation, together with the

three-body energy shift in t, which insures that the

optical potential will be real for pion energies below

the reaction threshold/as it should.
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5.3 THE UNITARITY POLE APPROXIMATION (UPA) FOR t.T _

In a calculation of the binding correction we will

have to employ a model for the nucleon-core t-operator

t . Wakamatsu [3] and also Koltun et al. [11,12] have

applied a separable interaction, which is very useful

to limit the technical problems that are involved in

the calculation. However, using ad hoc form factors

such as a Gaussian [3] or a Yamaguchi form [11] as they

did, has the disadvantage of not being in agreement

with the nuclear wave functions which are also used in

the construction of the optical potential. Such a pro-

cedure will lead to a violation of the required elastic

unitarity below threshold. As we have seen in the pre-

vious section, in order to meet this requirement it is

essential that the residues of the bound-state pole

terms are in agreement with the choice for the single-

nucleon wave functions.

A separable model for t r,which allows for a con-

sistent treatment of the bound-state poles and the nu-

clear wave functions,is provided by the unitary pole

approximation [20] (U.P.A.).

We can write the nucleon-core t-operator for the

"•He system as

s-0,1

where | x«. > denotes the spin-isospin state of the nu
t, s

cleon-core system. For simplicity, we will make the ad

ditional assumption that the nucleon-core interaction

does not depend on the spin and isospin degrees of

freedom. Then the application of the U.P.A. leads to

[21]
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Et +j i

sep
(3.2)

where

W(E) = {1 - (E + E g e p ) < i s | —^ | i s >} - 1 . (3.3)

The s.p. energy for a nucleon in the **He ground state

is denoted by -E , where E is the separation ener-
J sep sep

gy {for which we use an averaged value for protons and

neutrons). The function |ls> denotes the orbital part

of the ̂ He ground-state wave function

x t = 0 > s = 0 >

Although one cannot claim that this UPA represents

a very realistic description of the nucleon-core inter-

action (e.g. it acts only in relative s states), it has

several attractive features. It has the technical ad-

vantage of being separable and satisfies two-body uni-

tarity in the nucleon-core subsystem. Furthermore, it

leads to a theory for the optical potential which satis-

fies elastic unitarity below threshold.

5.4 THE TREATMENT OF THE MEDIUM CORRECTIONS FOR rr-̂ He SCATTERING

In this section we derive the equations by means

of which we calculate U(E) for ir-̂ He scattering. As in

the impulse approximation,the input to these equations

is the free wN t-operator, and the quantities which

specify the **He ground state, viz. the | ls> orbital

wave function and the single nucleon separation energy.

First we discuss the treatment of the binding cor-

rection assuming a UPA description for t „. This leads
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to the auxiliary optical potential U(E), defined

in terms of the irN t-operator ~ ( E ) . Subsequently the ex-

clusion requirements are taken into account by an appli-

cation of the formalism that was developed in chapter

II. In this section we use similar techniques as the

treatment of the exclusion requirements (chapter II) in

order to account properly for the intermediate nucleon

spin and isospin flips. Spin and isospin flips can occur

due to the interaction with the pion.

The partial wave expansion of the *N t-operators

t, T* and T is given by

t = I t . P£PJPT (4.1)I

X
Tjft

~_.,P£PJPT (4.2)

. P*p{pT, (4.3)

where P£, P-[ and PT are projection operators, which

project on the *N partial wave I, in the nucleon spin

space on a irN state with total angular momentum j, and

in the irN isospin space on states with total Isospin T

respectively. The spin and isospin dependence of the

optical potential can simply be treated algebraically,

using the fact that

CTj* - 4 <X t-0 . .-0

is a simple number. We write:

U(E) - { j £ UTJ* ; U T * - < TT j £<E-E s e p)P*>CT j l (4 .5 )

U(E) - I UTj* ; U^* - < L.(E-EJP1>C... (4.6)
*J* aep ij*
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in which <x> » <ls|x|ls>. Furthermore,it will appear to
be useful to introduce the quantity

As in chapters II and III, we will neglect the
couplings between the *N partial waves due to the me-
dium corrections. The equation (2.12) allows one to
calculate SfTj* for each *N partial wave. A convenient
way. to achieve this is by means of the subsequent so-
lution of the following two equations, which follow
straight-forward from eqs (2.12), (3.1) - (3.3) and
(4.6) - (4.8)

XTj*(E) - 1

f c>'

)-1 xTJ*(E) (4.9)

and

(4*10)

For asymptotic TA kinetic energies E < E there are no
singularities in Go(E-Ese_). Therefore,the quantities
between the brackets in the êqd (4.9) and (4.10) can be
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calculated by a straight-forward 3-dimensional integra-
tion over the recoil momentum. Such a 3-dimensional in-
tegration has to be carried out also for the calcula-
tion of the optical potential in the impulse approxima-
tion. Therefore, this provides no serious extra compli-
cation. If this has been done, one can solve eq. (4.9)
directly by means of standard matrix-inversion methods.
Subsequently ö J (E) can be obtained. In the equations

(4.9) and (4.10) we need only to consider the principal
value part IP of the propagator (E*-K A ) - 1 , because
the imaginary part will cancel out, once the corrections
which come from the exclusion requirements are taken
into account. The physical interpretation of this can-
cellation is clear. The on-shell propagation K .=E

I T , A

corresponds to the situation in which the nucleus is
either in the ground state or in a. Pauli-principle forbid-
den state, which has to be excluded.
A graphical representation of the equations (4.9) and
(4.10) i s shown in figure 2.

Fig. 2. A graphical illustration of the equations by swans of which the
binding correction i s calculated.
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As is discussed in much detail in chapter II, the

exclusion of the ground state and the Pauli-forbidden

transitions is achieved by solving the equation

UTj*(E) FCB-lt^)"1!!13*») , (4.11)

which can be derived from eg. (2.13).

The optical potential is obtained by subsequently

solving eqs (4.9) - (4.11) for each *N channel and a

summation of the irN-channel contributions.

It is of some theoretical interest to consider

also the optical potential, in which either only the

binding correction or the exclusion correction is taken

into account. Clearly the quantity U(E) represents the

optical potential, in which only the binding correction

is accounted for, if the full propagator (E -K A ) ~
l

is used in eqs (4.9) and (4.10) rather than only the

principal value part. On the other hand, if one uses

instead of UTj£(E) in eq. (4.11) the quantity U?j*(E),

only the exclusion requirement is included (again the

full propagator should be used).

5.5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

I used the optical potential, which is constructed

according to the procedure discussed in the previous

section, to calculate differential elastic cross sec-

tions and the real part of the ir-̂ He scattering length.

As in the previous studies (14,15] I take the CLS

optical-potential model [22-26] for the impulse-ap-

proximation results. I also use this model as an input

to the calculations of the medium corrections. In the

CLS optical potential the complete Fermi averaging is

carried out by performing the 3-dimensional integration
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over the recoil momentum. Furthermore, the three-body

energy shift is included. Although the model is formu-

lated in a covariant manner, for the very low energies

(T. . < 20 MeV) that we are considering here, it is

> essentially equivalent to the more current non-(semi-)

relativistic descriptions. Details of the CLS optical

potential can be found in the various publications by

the Brooklyn College Group [22-26].

For the TTN t-matrix the separable model of Londer-

gan, Moni?. and McVoy [26] is applied. The nuclear den-

sity for '•He is described by simple Gaussian wave func-

- tions [27], in which a c m . correction has been taken

into account.

S.S.I Elastic differential cross sections

I have calculated the differential elastic cross

sections at 10 MeV and 15 MeV pion kinetic energy for a

number of cases. The results are displayed in figs 3-8.

In the figs 3 and 4 no Coulomb interaction is in-

cluded in order to see more clearly the effects of the

medium corrections that we are considering here. I

plotted three different curves for 10 MeV (fig. 3) and

j 15 MeV (fig. 4).

Results are shown of a calculation in which the

uncorrected CLS optical potential is employed (dented

line). Then the binding correction is included, accord-

ing to the prescription given in sect. 4 (dashed line).

And a calculation is presented in which the corrections

coming from the Pauli principle and the ground-state

exclusion are taken into account but not the binding

correction (dash-dotted line).

The Coulomb interaction has been included in the

calculation of the cross sections which are shown in

the figs 5-8. Since we are working in nomen tun space,

this was done according to the method given by Vincent
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and Phatak [28]. The figs 5 and 6 show the results for

ir+ scattering at 10 MeV and 15 MeV respectively. The

results for ir~ are displayed in the figs 7 and 8. The

dashed curves are obtained from the CLS optical poten-

tial. Including both the binding correction and the ex-

clusion requirements leads to cross sections, which are

represented by the solid curves.

In the interpretation of these results it is im-

portant to realize that the strength of the optical po-

tential is the result of a very delicate balance between

the contributions which come from the repulsive irN S 3 1

channel and the attractive S[[ and P33 channels. The

other P-waves only give small repulsive contributions.

For the first-order optical potential (without any me-

dium corrections) this leads to an overall attraction

at forward angles and an almost complete cancellation

between the various contributions at about 70°, while

at backwards angles repulsion dominates. This explains

the deep Coulomb-nuclear interference minimum at slight-

ly backward angles for ir~ scattering while no such min-

imum appears for TT+ scattering. The forward-angle nu-

clear attraction produces a sharper decrease of the

cross sections going from 0° to larger angles for ir+

than for it". This tendency has also been reported in

calculations performed at 24 MeV [29].

We now consider the effects of the medium correc-

tions. The exclusion requirements represent a repulsive

correction to the first-order optical potential. There-

fore, these lead to a reduced attraction at forward

angles and a stronger repulsion for backward-angle

scattering. The resulting reduction of the cross sec-

tions for small angles and the enhancement at large

angles is considerable, as is clearly illustrated in

the figs 3 and 4. He also find that the effects at 10

MeV are larger than at 15 MeV.
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One observes from the figs 3 and 4 that the nuclear

binding has an opposite effect on the cross sections as

compared to the correction that comes from the exclu-

sion requirements. Formally, the reason for this fact

can be understood from an inspection of the egs (2.17)

and (2.18). The physical interpretation is clear: By

taking into account the nuclear binding, we include in

our theory not only the distortion of the nucleon pro-

pagation in the intermediate scattering state, but also

the possibility of intermediate N,C bound states, which

have to be cancelled by the exclusion requirements.

We also find that both the binding and the exclu-

sion corrections lead to a considerable reduction of

the minimum which is obtained in the impulse approxima-

tion. This comes about mainly as a result of the imagi-

nary part.? of the optical potential coming from each of

these two corrections separately (of course the optical

potential will be real if both these corrections are

included).

In figs 5-8 the results are displayed for the op-

tical potential, in which both the medium corrections

and the Coulomb force are included. As is indicated by

the shift of the minimum for ir~ scattering to forward

angles and the Increase in the cross sections for w

scattering, the overall effect of the medium corrections

is an increased repulsion of the optical potential.

5.5.2 The real part of the it-1*He scattering length

The calculation of the real part of the pion-nu-

cleus scattering length, which we know how to determins

from the strong-interaction shifts in pionic atoms

since the work of Deser et al. [30],has been the subject

of a number of investigations, which have appeared in

the literature [11-13]. I have evaluated this quantity

by applying the effective-range expansion to the scat-
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tering amplitude which follows from the ir-̂ He optical

potential. The results are listed in the table.

Table 1. The real part of the w-^He scattering lengths in IO~3 £m for

several cases. The impulse approximation result is denoted by a. .
i*a.

In «(.J-J >nd *kxcl the binding correction resp. the exclusion requirement

is included. Both these effects are included i m . , . The experimental

value is obtained from ref. 31.

a.
ï .a .

*excl
*bind
a
m.c.a
exp

. -26
- -62
- -15
- -54
• -134 + 4

Clearly the impulse approximation leads to a scat-

tering length which is too small to account for the em-

pirically determined value [31]. As is well known from

previous studies, the smallness of this result is due

to the large cancellations between the *N channel con-

tribution [11-13]. If we include the exclusion-principle

correction, a large increase is obtained by 140 t. The

importance of this effect can be understood from the

multiple irN isospin-flip terms, which enter in the Pauli-

principle correction. The isospin flip scattering length

is much larger than the non flip *N scattering lengths

therefore,the higher-order isospin-flip terms have an

anomalously large effect. He find for a x c l
 a value

that is not unsimilar to the estimates obtained by

Koltun et al. [11,12] and by Lohs [13], which are based

on the fixed-scatterer approximation of multiple-scat-

tering terms. Notice however, that in contrast to these

studies, here we have included the spin and isospin
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flips to all order, and we have carefully taken into

account the Fermi-motion. Whereas the exclusion require-

ments lead to an enhancement of the repulsion in the

impulse approximation, we obtain an attractive effect

from the binding correction. This result differs from

the binding effects which have been obtained by Koltun

and Myhrer [12]. These authors found for ''He a repul-

sive effect. However, this difference may be attributed

to our very careful handling of the off-shell kinemat-

ics. Indeed Lohs and Hiifner [32] have shown in a nu-

clear matter calculation that the binding effect at

threshold can become attractive precisely by taking the

off-shell kinematics seriously.

Finally,we observe that medium corrections do lead

to a desired increase of the repulsion in the pion '•He

scattering length. However, the scattering length that

is obtained if the medium corrections are taken into

account remains too small to explain the experimental

value. Of course this should not be too surprising in

view of the neglect in this discussion of the pion ab-

sorption. Indeed, phenomenological studies [33,34]

suggest that the dispersive part of the virtual S-wave

absorption gives a repulsive contribution.

5.6 SUMMARY

In this chapter a study has been made of the cor-

rections to the single-scattering optical potential due

to the Pauli-principle and the nuclear binding. Follow-

ing a suggestion first made by Revai [18],we formulate

a three-body model for the optical potential by neglect-

ing the residual interactions. In this model we apply a

unitary pole approximation to the nucleon-core interac-

tion. The optical potential is calculated for subthresh-
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old IT-''He scattering by solving this three-body problem

in an exact way. In the calculation we carefully in-

clude the exclusion principle requirement. We obtain

large corrections to the elastic-scattering cross sec-

tions and the scattering length due to the nuclear bind-

ing and the exclusion principle. However, we find that

these effects partially cancel. This conforms the re-

sults obtained in the previous chapters, where it was

found that such a cancellation also occurs if one sim-

ply treats the binding effect by means of an energy

shift.

The overall effect of the medium corrections con-

sist in an enhanced repulsion in the pion-nucleus inter-

action. This leads to an increase of the w-^He scatter-

ing length by about a 100 % as compared to the impulse

approximation; an increase of the ir+-lfHe elastic cross

sections by about 20-30 % and a shift of the minimum

in the ir'-̂ He elastic scattering cross sections to for-

ward angles by 10°.

Although this additional repulsion is desirable,

it is not large enough to understand the experimental

value for the scattering length. This discrepancy hints

at the importance of other higher-order effects, in

particular pion absorption.
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C H A P T E R VI

COVARIANT SINGLE-HOLE OPTICAL POTENTIAL

6.1 INTRODUCTION

In calculations of had..on' scattering at intermedi-

ate energies, one frequently relies on optical poten-

tials which are constructed on the basis of non-relativ-

istic multiple-scattering theory [1,2], in the lowest-

order approximation. The lowest-order term in this

theory accounts for the single-scattering process in

which the projectile scatters from only one nucleon [3].

Usually the impulse approximation is applied, ignoring

the nucleon binding and the Pauli principle. Although

relativistic kinematics can be incorporated into such

schemes to some extent [4], clearly a theory which is

based on relativistic dynamics is preferable, if the

scattering energies are of the order of the projectile

mass. Furthermore it is desirable if such a theory does

not presuppose the impulse approximation from the out-

set. In particular, if the elementary projectile-nucleon

interaction is strongly energy dependent, e.g. pion

scattering, the impulse approximation is hard to jus-

tify [5].

In the case of pion scattering, the need for a re-

lativistic theory is already apparent at relatively low

scattering energies in view of the small pion mass. In-

deed the construction of a practical covariant theory

for pion scattering in the energy range up to about

T l a b = 300 MeV (which covers most of the available exper-
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imental data) has attracted some attention in the liter-

ature. Most of the effort has been devoted to the ird

problem. Rinat and Thomas [6], Rinat et al. [7] and

Giraud et al. [8] have performed detailed relativistic

calculations for ird scattering in the 33-resonance re-

gion. These studies are based on the relativistic three-

body theories by Freedman et al. [9] and Aaron et al.

[10]. The construction of a covariant theory for the

general case of TTA scattering has been studied by

Celenza et al. [11,12].

In the covariant optical-potential theory of

Celenza et al. [11] the nuclear bound states are treated

as elementary particles. They write a Bethe-Salpeter

(BS) equation for the elastic-scattering invariant am-

plitude MQO as

(1.1)

Here Go is the propagator for the projectile and the

nucleus in its ground state. Therefore the irreducible

kernel Uoo can be interpreted as an optical potential.

Rather than dealing with the BS equation, they use a

simplified form of it by means of the Blankenbecler-

Sugar procedure [13]. The problem then is how to choose

the irreducible kernel Uo 0. In the non-relativistic

multiple-scattering expansion of the optical potential,

each term corresponds to a well-defined scattering pro-

cess. Celenza et al. [11] obtain a corresponding co-

variant multiple-scattering theory by taking the Feynman

diagram for each of these scattering processes. In

practice [12,14], they only calculate the lowest-order

term in the impulse approximation of this covariant

multiple-scattering series (fig. 1).

It is the goal of this chapter to provide a prac-
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Fig. I. The first-order

optical potential in the

iapulse approximation.

tical covariant theory for the first-order optical po-

tential in which, contrary to the theory presented by

Celenza et al. [11,12], the nucleon rescattering (bind-

ing and Pauli-principle corrections) is taken into ac-

count. In the impulse approximation, the first-order

optical potential represents effectively a two-body

problem in which the residual nucleus only effects the

projectile-nucleon kinematics. In general, the binding

interaction of the struck nucleon in the single-scat-

tering process confronts us with an A +1 body problem.

However, as has been shown by Revai [15], it reduces to

a three-body mechanism if one ignores the residual in-

teractions between the target nucleons. This suggests a

remarkable similarity between elastic ird scattering and

the first-order optical potential for irA scattering.

One way of exploiting this similarity is to study the

assumptions which underly the various approaches to the

TTA optical potential, in the ird system. This has been

done by Woloshyn et al. [16] and more recently by Afnan

and Stelbovics [17]. In the present investigation I

show how the optical potential for the single-scattering

process can be treated analogously to the relativistic

three-body theories which have been applied to elastic

ird scattering. The formulation that we will arrive at,

forms a natural extension of a previous discussion of

the non-relativistic optical potential for ir-̂ He scat-

tering [18]. In that work the UPA (unitarity Pole
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Approximation) was applied to the binding interaction.

The UPA provides the possibility to perform a manage-

able calculation of the nucleon rescattering, while re-

taining the essential physics viz. a correct treatment

of the unitarity requirements and the bound-state poles.

The relativistic three-body approaches to rrd scat-

tering are based on the idea of quasi-particle dominated

two-body interactions [10]. One writes relativistic

quasi two-body equations for the transition operator.

The transition interactions and propagators which appear

in these equations are determined in such a way that the

appropriate unitarity conditions are met. In order to

apply a similar approach to the single-scattering opti-

cal potential, one should know the unitarity relations

which go with the three-body model of the single-scat-

tering process. These have been studied in a non-relat-

ivistic context in chapter three. Besides the elastic

unitarity cut in the complex energy plane, there are

two-body and three-body inelastic unitarity cuts coming

from intermediate excited bound s.p. states (and pos-

sible pick-up states) and knock-out states respectively.

Here I assume that in the covariant theory correspond-

ing relativistic s-channel unitarity relations apply.

Then following essentially the approach of Aaron et al.

[10], quasi two-body equations are constructed for the

optical potential in such a way that these unitarity

relations are exactly reproduced. In this procedure I

assume that the nucleon-core interaction proceeds via

one bound state for each nucleon-core partial wave.

This assumption is not unreasonable for light nuclei.

The formalism can, however, easily be generalized to

allow for more bound states or quasi-bound states.

Compared to the irD case, the wA optical potential

problem is simpler in the sense that we only have inter-

actions between two pairs of the particles. However a
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complication occurs in the quasi-particle description

of the interacting nucleon-core pair because of the

Pauli principle and the ground-state exclusion: Inter-

mediate knock-out states can arise in nucleon-core

partial waves for which the 'quasi-particle1 bound

state should be excluded. We will discuss how this

problem can be treated.

In sect.6.2 the first-order optical potential is

briefly discussed and the appropriate formal quasi two-

body equations for it are presented. Unitarity rela-

tions for the optical potential are discussed in sect.

6.3. Covariant equations which are amenable to a practi-

cal calculation are derived in sect.6.4. Sect.6.5 con-

tains a short summary. Finally an appendix is added in

which the non-relativistic reduction is briefly dis-

cussed.

6.2 SINGLE-HOLE OPTICAL POTENTIAL

In this section formal quasi two-body equations

are presented for the first-order optical potential.

For convenience we will first briefly review some

characteristics of the three-body model for the optical

potential, which are important in our discussion. A

more detailed treatment is given in the paper by Tandy,

Redish and Bolle [3].

The first-order optical potential accounts for the

single-scattering process, which is a three-body mech-

anism if an independent-particle description for the

nucleus is assumed. It involves the projectile IT (The

notation reflects the special relevance of this discus-

sion for pions. However, it applies to hadron scatter-

ing in general), the struck nucleon N and the core C.

There are interactions between the irN and the NC pairs

only. A restriction to the single-scattering process
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leads to a unitary theory if these interactions are

described by hermitian potentials. For the NC interac-

tion this potential can be identified with the usual

shell-model potential.

The intrinsic state of the core is specified by

the one-hole state. Therefore there are A different

core states. In accordance with the independent-particle

assumption, no changes in the hole state occur as a re-

sult of the NC interaction. Because of this, we can

distinguish between A separate scattering processes

each involving a different hole state. The separation

between these scattering processes drastically simpli-

fies the theoretical analysis. In the optical potential

we sum over the contributions from these scattering

processes. This is shown diagrammatically in fig. 2.

Since one accounts in the three-body model for the op-

tical potential only for intermediate scattering states

(A) ,-1

,-1

Fig. 2. Contributions to the single-hole optical potential. The single-

hole state is denoted by h"1. The state of the nucleon with respect to the

nuclear cm is denoted by i, I and k. No changes in the hole state occur as

a result of the NC interaction.
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in which the nucleus has a one-hole state/ we refer to

it in the following as the single-hole optical poten-

tial.

Of"course, intermediate elastic-scattering states

(for which the nucleus is in a zero-hole state) are not

accounted for in the optical potential. Their contribu-

tions 'to the scattering amplitudes are taken care of by

iterating the optical potential in the Lippmann-Schwin-

ger equation. It is interesting to observe that the

above mentioned separation between scattering processes

which involve different hole states no longer applies

if the zero-hole ground state is admitted as one of the

intermediate scattering states. Mainly because of this,

it is advantageous to calculate first the optical po-

tential from which this state is exluded, rather than

trying to evaluate the scattering amplitude directly

from the elementary interactions.

Before considering the quasi two-body equation for

the single-hole optical potential, we will set up a

convenient notation. Here I use the symbol 0 for the

elastic channel. The quasi two-body states which consist

of the projectile and the interaction NC system are

collectively referred to as channel 1. Similarly the

states consisting of a core and the interacting TN

system form the channel 2. Since the nuclear ground

state |0> represents a special state of the interacting

NC system, it is preferable to consider the elastic

channel 0 as a subchannel of channel 1.

The hole state which specifies the intrinsic state

of the core will be denoted by b"1. For definiteness

one may think of b as the bound s.p. state which is

specified by the quantum numbers {jm. A m } , in which

mT denotes the nucleon isospin state, and by the bound-

state energy. Here we restrict ourselves to the case

where there is only one bound state in a NC partial
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wave. In the present usage, a NC partial wave refers to

the set of quantum numbers {j m. A m } . Strictly speak-

ing, in a covariant theory this set does not provide a

completely correct description since the small compo-

nents of the nucleon spinors are neglected. However,

since there is no information available concerning the

negative-energy parts of the nuclear wave functions,

this loss of covariance has to be accepted in any prac-

tical theory [12]. Moreover, one expects this to be a very

good approximation, at least for not too high projectile

energies.

The interacting NC state can be specified by the

hole state b"1, the partial-wave quantum numbers i and

by the NC energy. In the intermediate channel 1 scat-

tering states, a continuum of energy values is available

to the NC system with an upper limit fixed by the total

energy in the initial state, and the NC energy can

become smaller than the NC rest-mass. Of course, for

asymptotic states in which the projectile has no inter-

action with the nucleon, this occurs only for the bound

state. For the interacting NC states I use the notation

Ib"1 i >. In order to avoid unduly lengthy expressions,

I do not write explicitly the NC energy. Unless explic-

itly stated otherwise, Jb"1 i > refers to the bound

state, if an asymptotic state is meant. Notice that

since we assume only one bound state in a NC partial

wave, the bound-state energy is completely determined

by b"1 and i. Furthermore in the following i numbers a

partial wave for which the s.p. bound state is occupied

in the nuclear ground state if i < A. The label b will

only be used for s.p. states which are occupied in the

ground state. Since we will concentrate on the NC inter-

action in this discussion, I will not specify the vari-

ous TTN partial waves in the forthcoming expressions.

The nuclear ground state in this notation is given
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by

|0> = — ! b"1 b> . (2-1)
/A

In the non-relativistic context, the single-hole

optical potential can be written as [3]

U 0 0 = A < 0 | tB | 0> , (2.2)

or in the notation (2.1)

= I <b'1 b | t B | b
- 1b> , (2.3)

b

where t„ is the t-operator for the projectile scattering

from a bound nucleon, which only derives contributions

from scattering processes in which the nucleus is in a

lp -lh state.

As the ansatz to a covariant theory of the single-

hole optical potential, which incorporates nucleon re-

scattering, we write coupled quasi two-body equations

for the optical potential operators Uji, which acts be-

tween two channel 1 states, and U 2 1, which acts between

a channel 1 and a channel 2'state,

<b~x i | U n | b"
1 j> - <b-1 i | B12 | b"!>G2 <b~l | U21 | b"

1 j>

(2.4)

and

I 1 | | b - 1 a > T f b " 1 < b -<b-1|B2i|b-1a>Tfb"1<b-n|U11|b-1j>. (2.5)

(A diagrammatic representation i s given in f ig. 3)
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U21

Fig. 3. Illustration of the quasi two-body equations (2.A) and (2.5) tor

the single-hole optical potential.

Here B 1 2 and B2i represent transition interactions be-

tween the two channels 1 and 2 via a single nucleon ex-

change. Tj and G2 are propagators for the non-interact-

ing spectator guasi-particle system in the channels 1

and 2 respectively. We should be careful to avoid inter-

mediate channel-1 propagation of the nuclear ground

state or states which violate the Pauli-principle.

Therefore T1 has to be constructed in such a way that

these- exclusion requirements are met. For G2 such com-

plications do not arise (Antisymmetrization effects

with respect to the projectile in the case of the nu-

cleon scattering are expected to be very small, at the

relatively high energies for which a single-hole opti-

cal potential applies to nucleon scattering.). For this

reason a different notation is used for TJ and G2. From

the equations (2.1) and (2.2) one can obtain the opti-

cal-potential matrix if the transition interaction and

propagators are specified. Subsequently, the optical

potential is found from

Uoo - I < b - 1 b | U n | b ~ 1 b > .
b

(2.6)
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A remark is in order concerning the relation between

Ujj and the more familiar notion of a t-operator t_. As
15

we will see, Uii can be identified with t_, if Uii acts
o

between two bound channel-1 states. If the energy which

is available to the NC system is not exactly equal to

the bound state value, this is no longer true.

6.3 DISCONTINUITY RELATIONS

In recent calculations for «d scattering [6-8], a

covariant version of the relativistic three-body theory

by Aaron, Amado and Young [10] has be&.i applied. Aaron

et al. [10] have shown how a relativistic three-body

theory can be obtained which reproduces correctly the

appropriate relativistic two- and three-body unitarity

relations for the system under investigation. Their

theory essentially consists of a generalization of the

Blankenbecler-Sugar technique [13] for the two-body

Bethe-Salpeter equation to the quasi two-body Bethe-

Salpeter equation. This approach allows us to obtain

explicit expressions for the transition interactions

B2i and B 1 2 and the propagators rl and G2, which appear

in the quasi two-body equations (2.4) and (2.5) for the

single-hole optical potential. Before we can apply this

procedure, we have to know the relativistiv unitarity

relations for the optical potential. First we consider

the appropriate unitarity relations for M, which is the

invariant amplitude for the three-body model of the

single-scattering process. From these, the unitarity

relations for the single-hole optical potential can be

found. The general form of relativistic s-channel uni-

tarity is

AMf.(w) « i £ dflnMfn(w") Mn.(w
+) (3.1)
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where

AM,, (w) « lim {M,. (w-in) -M... (w + in)} (3.2)

= Mfi(w") -Mfi(w
+) (3.3)

dfi « (2*)1* 6(P- X q.) « i- 2ir«+(q.2-m.2).(3.4)
n i-1 x i-1 (2ir)* x r

Here & is the number of particles i in the intermediate

state n, P is the total four momentum, and w is the to-

tal energy in the cm. .The elastic-scattering unitarity

contribution reads for the single-scattering process

AMQO (w) « [ dO0 < b"1 b | Moo (w~) I j ~ l j x j " 1 i I «00 (»+) I b"1 b > ,
b,j<A

( 3 . 5 )

where

(3.6)

Inelastic scattering contributions can arise from inter

mediate two-body states with the nucleus in an excited

bound s.p. state, and three-body intermediate nucleon

knock-out states. Depending on the projectile, also

two-body pick-up contributions may arise. Here we will

not take such contributions into account. This neglect

applies to the three-body model for pion scattering, if

one ignores the presumably small effects, which come

from the nucleon pole in the PJJ interaction. The ex-

cited bound-state contributions to inelastic unitarity

is given by
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i-l

and

l «UI
b,j>A J

i<A

b"1 b w ) ! i"1 jxi-1 j | M10(w
+) | b~» b>

(3.7)

Here m.* is the mass of nucleus in the excited bound

state |i-1 j>. The restriction in eq. (3.7) to j >A fol-

lows from the Jauli-blocking and the exclusion of the

nuclear ground state.

The three-body unitarity relations for a guasi-par-

ticle description of the two-body subsystems have been

given by Aaron et al. [10]. For intermediate knock-out

states these relations are as follows: There is a direct

and an exchange contribution (see fig. 4)

(3.9)

where the direct contribution is

(a)

TO'
(b)

Fig. 4. The direct contribution to the three-body unitarity relation*

(a) and the exchange contribution (b).
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AMjJ'd(w) - I dO1 tZ<b-1b|Mo1(w)|i-
1j>.

b j

~1 b|Mo2(w") | i-^S^"
1 (o>~) {v(kffN)}

2sj" <io*)<i-1 |M20(w
+) Ib"1 b

(3.10)

and the exchange contribution

b
J,i<A

. S j 1 (ü)~)rj:L (kjjC) v (k „)S2 (ci)c)<i~1|M2o(w ) | b - 1 b> +

+<b~xb |MQ2 (W~) I i"1>S2 (wl)

(3.11)

and

dfi1 - U2*)1* 6 (P - k - II, - k ) 2- 2* 6*<k 2 -m 2) .

dk*
2* 6+(k2 -HL.2) . — £ - 2ir «+(k.2 - « r

2 ) . (3.12)
^ " (2*)* C C

Here m_ is the mass of the core with the hole state i""1

In the eqs (3.10) and (3.11) is rJ1 the vertex func-
tion for the break-up of the nuclear system. The vertex
functions can directly be related to the nuclear s.p.
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wave functions. For a detailed discussion of this rela-

tion the reader is referred to the paper by Celenza et

al. [12] (see also the appendix). Similarly/ v is the

form factor in the irN interaction. Sj and S2 are the

propagators for the quasi-particle system in the chan-

nels 1 and 2 respectively. The kinematical variables

% =

k „ = h
irN

and

• <P-

: - k

kNC

N

are g:Lven by

kNC =

/(P-kc)2

Ir — 1c

(3.13)

To find the unitarity relations for the single-

hole optical potential VQ0, we employ eq. (1.1). From

this equation follows the relation between the discon-

tinuity in Moo and Uoo

AM00(w) - M00(w~)AGo(w)Mo0(w
+) +

(3.14)

A detailed derivation of a similar relation can be found

in ref. 9, p. 299. Clearly, the first term on the right-

hand side in eq. (3.14) can be identified with the elas-

tic unitarity cut. The inelastic unitarity cuts are con-

tained in the second term and contribute to the discon-

tinuity in UOQ. The relation (3.14) is a clear expres-

sion of the fact that the optical potential operator U

only differs from the amplitude M in the intermediate

elastic scattering states. These are included in M but

not in U. The transition matrix elements MOi(w) and

M02(w) are related to U01(w) and UQ2(W) respectively by
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i"1j |M10 (w
+) |b-xb> - <i"1j |U1O (w+) | i ^ i x r U I {l+G0(w

+)M00(w
+)} j b " 1 ^

(3.15a)

<n

for w , and for w~ by

(3.15b)

(3.16a)

(M00(w")G0 (w")+l) | r 1 i><r 1 i |D 0 2(Ö I i~l>-

(3.16b)

We notice that U, contrary to M, i s diagonal in the

hole s ta te . From egs (3.7) - (3.16) one finds

AU00(w) - AUoJ(w)+AuJ5'd(w)+AUoS'e(w) (3.17)

where

AUooCw) = I dnr1<b-1b|u01(w")|b-1j><b-1j|u10(w+)|o-1b>
b ' j > A (3.17a)

and

> .

+<b-1b|ü02(w )|b"

(3.17b)
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dflb" {< b"1 b | UOi(w") | b"1 j > .

.s\h \u~) r jb~ (k^) v O ^ ) sjf (co*) < b"1 | U20(w
+) | b-1 b > +\ \u) r j (k^) v O ^ ) sjf (co) < b 1 | U20

!b | uO2(w") | F ^ s f
1 <«£>vCk^jj)rji NC j

(3.17c)

The next step is to compare the unitarity rela-
tions (3.17) to the formal expressions AU00 which
follow from the quasi two-body equations (2.4) and
(2.5). These relations give

AUopt(w) = AU^pt(w)+AU^pt(w) (3.18)

where

A U o o t < w ) " lp b

and

~ 1 | + | 1 } (3.19)

)|b-M» ƒ . (3.20)

Equations for the discontinuity in the propagators and
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the transition interactions can now be derived from an

identification of these formal expressions (3.18) -

(3.20) with the results from the unitarity relations.

A comparison of eqs (3.8), (3.12), (3.17a), (3.17b),

(3.18), (3.19) shows that one can write the discontinu-

ity in TJ(w) as

ATJb (w) = AGJb~ (w)-AGJb~ (w) (3.21)

where

p ' ^ w ) = i(2ir)2 S+(k2-tn2) . ó+(ü)2-m2 ) -
1 TT Tl II A *

- i(2,r)-3 6+(k2-m2) S^Go*) . S ^ t o " ) .

' 5+(kC -mC>

(3.22)

and

0 if i>A
AGJJ'^w) = { (3.23)

i(277)26+(k2-m2) . S+(ü)2-m2 ) if i
TT 7T 7i A

The origin of the term AGj^ (w) lies in the Pauli-

blocking, and the required exclusion of the ground

state from the optical potential. Because of these, no

bound states Ib"1 i > are allowed for which i <A.

For G2(w) we find
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A comparison of the exchange term (3.17c) to (3.20)

resu l t s in

Tib~ (w~) < b"1 i | AB12(w) | V1 > GJ (W+) «

m ) r ^ ) «{(P-k¥ -k c)2 -a2

(3.25)

and a similar result applies to the 1-»• 2 transition.

Furthermore we can obtain an expression for AG0(w) from

eqs (3.5-6),(3.14). The result is

AG0(w) = i(2Tr)2 6 + (k 2 -m 2 ) . 6+(üi2-m2) . (3.26)
TT TT IT A

6.4 CÓVARIANT EQUATIONS FOR THE SINGLE-HOLE OPTICAL POTENTIAL

Unitarity requirements only prescribe the on-shell

behaviour of the propagators. Off-shell forms are ob-

tained by making use of dispersion integrals. As is

well known, this cannot be done in a unique way. This

lack of uniqueness has to be accepted if we aim at a

theory amenable to practical calculations. At present

this excludes a more rigorous treatment based on the

Bethe-Salpeter equation. However, as we shall see, one

important contraint is given by the non-relativistic

limit to which we demand our theory to reduce correctly.

The choice of the dispersion variable is one of the

ambiguities. In trd calculations one usually takes the

Mandelstam variable s = w2. The main argument is to pre-

serve time - reversal invariance under w-*-w as much as

possible [9], However, the reflected cut in w is far

from the physical region and, being consistent with our
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neglect of the negative-energy components in the nu-

clear states, we ignore it here and consider dispersion

integrals in the energy variable w.

One also has to choose the way in which the parti-

cles are allowed to go off their mass shell. We discuss

this first for Go and Gi+.

The Green's function Go describes the propagation

of the pion and ground-state nucleus. For i=b, G\#

is identical with Go. This propagator serves to exclude

the nuclear ground state from the optical potential. If

i^b, G\J. is the propagator for the pion and the nu-

cleus in a Pauli-principle violating state, which also

has to be excluded. In this discussion these Pauli-

principle violating nuclear states can be treated on

the same footing as the nuclear ground state, namely as

stable particles with a mass which is much larger than

that of the pion. Therefore it is not unreasonable to

restrict the nucleus to the mass shell for Go and G1#.

The assumption that eqs (3.23) and (3.26) are the only

discontinuities in Go and Gi+ in the complex energy

plane gives (compare ref. 12, eq. (2.4))

G0(k;w) = —- — 2TT 6(k°-|w+E,(k))(w-E (k) - E.(k) + i n ) - 1

4E (fr.E.dc) A TT A
* A (4.1)

with

k = k -hP, W = E ( q ) + E . ( q )
il 7T A

EA(q) = (q2+m2)* (4.2)

a n d
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Gi£ (k;w) = ~ — 2ir «(^-iw+E^C^Xw-E^C^-E^C^+in)

(4.3)

respectively.

Whereas Go and Gi# are propagators for two stable

particles, Gx and G2 describe the propagation of a

spectator and a quasi particle. In that case the spec-

tator is usually taken on the mass shell. This is the

prescription given by Aaron et al. [10]. One argument

is that at least for the spectator the mass is well

defined. I emphasize that this choice can only be con-

sidered as an approximation, the validity of which is

not easy to assess. However, as is shown in the appen-

dix, it does allow for a reduction to the correct non-

relativistic limit. Conforming the usual practice in nd

calculations [6-8], we also make this choice here. This

leads to

Gi (w) = 2ir <5 + { k 2 - m 2 ) S, (u ) (4.4)
1 7T TT x It

and

G2(w) = 2ir 6 + (k2- m 2) S2(o)c) . (4.5)

The discontinuity relations (3.22) and (3.24) are sat-

isfied by

(2TT)3

il o

. (mA:)c-EN(5)-Ec(t)) (4.6)

and

SSi(üc) = X-i-l - ^ -
 v-r^-^ CÜ,;-E_(£)-£„<£)) (4.7)
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with

E„(ïc) = (Ïc2+m2.)* and E_ (ïc) = (Ïc2+m2)* . (4.8)
IN r l \j \J

Of course, we also have to perform subtractions in S2

in the case of pick-up contributions.

In eqs (4.4-8) I have suppressed the superscripts ib"1

and b"1. The simplest choice for TJ is a straight-for-

ward generalization of eq. (3.21). This gives

TÏb (w) = Gib (w) -Gi^ (w) . (4.9)

In this description the projectile is taken on shell in

Gx and the nucleus in Gj,,,. This appears to complicate

the evaluation of the transition interactions from the

discontinuity equation (3.25): while on the right-hand

side the factor Sx (u
+) 27rS+(k2-m2) equals Gx (w), we

have Tjfw) on the left-hand side. The solution of this

apparent difficulty is that in the discontinuity rela-

tion (3.25) only Gx (w) contributes to T ^ W ) . This is a

direct consequence of the on-shell restriction of the

nuclear states in Gl!([, in combination with the pre-

scription by Aaron et al. [10] according to which the

spectator is kept on shell: if both the nucleus and the

core in channel 2 are on shell, the nuclear binding

prevents the exchanged nucleon from coming on shell.

Therefore we obtain

AB12(w) = r(kNC) 2TT 6
 + {(P-k7r - k c )

2 -mp vfk^) . (4.10)

In the theory of Aaron et al. and also in the later

applications to the ird problem, an expression for B 1 2

is obtained from the discontinuity equation (4.10) by

means of a dispersion relation in the square of the
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total c m . energy s=w 2. However, a disadvantage of

taking s or w as the dispersion variable is that it

leads to a clustering problem, and, as we will demon-

strate in the appendix for the impulse approximation,

the optical potential does not reduce to the correct

non-relativistic limit. To avoid this problem we will

apply a dispersion integral in the invariant quasi-

particle mass m . For the restframe of the nuclear sys-

tem holds

where §„ is the relative NC momentum in the nuclear

c m . .From (4.10) and (4.11) we obtain

And similarly for B2i- The relative momenta in the two-

body subsystems <$„. and 2 „ are related to ic and ic_ by

means of a Lorentz transformation [14]

and

With the explicit expressions for the transition inter

actions and propagators available, the eqs (2.4) and

(2.5) have a well-defined meaning and the optical po-

tential can in principle be obtained by solving them.

However, in their present form these equations are not
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very useful,because TI(W) is the difference of two

rather dissimilar propagators: For Gi(w) the projectile

is on shell in all intermediate states while on the

other hand in Gi + (w) the nucleus is kept on shell.

Therefore we reformulate the equations in such a way

that first all intermediate states are taken into ac-

count for which the projectile is on shell. This leads

to coupled equations, in which we account only for

Gj (w). (A graphical representation is given in fig. 5).

> -

where I use the notation uf - u (k') and
TT H

^;w)|b-ij> « <b-i|B21(fc\k;u

(4.15)

f_ÉÈL__JL_<b-i
^(2^)3 2E <$.")

*̂ ^*ö i»^ X

z
t;w>!|lT1js

(4.16)

'II

=#=

Fig. 5. Illustration of the eqs (4.15) and (4.16) which give the Matrix

elements of U n between an initial state in which the nucleus is on shell

and a final state where the projectile is on shell.
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with
l f t > A , sfb"

I f I S A , S " (a) )

.(4.17)

For t < A w e can restrict ourselves to the principal

value (IP) contribution of the bound-state poles in the

propagator Si(u ), since the imaginary part cancels out

once the exclusion requirements are taken into account.To

specify states in which the projectile is on shell, I

introduced in eqs (4.15) and (4.16) the notation

Ib"1 i> . From now on the notation Ib"1 i> refers exclu-

sively to states where the nucleus is on shell. As il-

lustrated in fig. 6, in the matrix element denoted by

-cb-̂  i | ?!!(£•,$;«) | b"1 j>, the energy which is avail-

able to the nuclear system is completely determined.

For the initial state the nucleus is on shell and the

energy available to the nucleus in the c m . is simply

(mAl|I + Jc
2) * where m^ is the mass for the bound state

b"1 j. On the other hand, in the final state the pro-

jectile is on shell and therefore in that case the nu-

clear energy is w - (m2+icl2) . The coupled eqs (4.15)

and (4.16) allow us to calculate the matrix elements of

w-EnCk'^k'
b~li

Fig. 6. In the Mtrix element <b~x i j U u (k',k;w) | b"1 j> is the nuclear

energy in the initial state («A+k
2)l and the final state w-(« +kt2)l.
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U u for which the nucleus is on shell at one side and

off shell at the other side (fig. 5). These equations

can be tackled with the same techniques as in the rel-

ativistic three-body calculations for the elastic »d

scattering problem. However, such matrix-elements are

not quite what we need, since in a calculation of the

scattering amplitude and the exclusion corrections, we

need matrix elements for Uii for which the nucleus is

on shell at both sides (fig. 7). One may observe that

the half on-shell matrix elements of U u in eqs (4.15)

and (4.16) correspond to the x~matrix of chapter V,

sect. 4. (Here on-shell refers to the nucleus).

tt=

Fig. 7. Matrix element of UJJ where

both in the initial and final state the

nucleus is on the Mat* shell.

To find the on-shell matrix elements of Uij, an analo-

gous procedure can be used as in that investigation

[18]. As one can judge from a simple diagrammatic anal-

ysis (fig. 8), the on-shell matrix elements of ü n can

be obtained from the half-shell matrix elements by

solving the equations

~rr • T T T T
Fig. 8. Illustration of eq. (4.18) in which ve calculate the complete on-

shell matrix element oS Vn from the half on-shell matrix elements. The first

diagram on the right-hand side represents the impulse approximation.
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ia

2Eir(k"")

(4.18)

where U. is the impulse approximation to ü'u (see

fig. I ) 1

-1j> • (4.19)

Notice that eg. (4.18) requires the solution of inte-

grals, not integral equations. In the appendix we dis-

cuss the non-relativistic reduction of Uifl. Having found

the on-shell matrix elements of üj\, we can subsequently

calculate the matrix ü n by means of

(4.20)

In solving this set of coupled equations we take care

of the exclusion of the ground state and the Pauli-

principle violating states.

For completeness I also give the equation for the

elastic-scattering invariant amplitude. This becomes
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M00(ïc',ïc;w)
(2ir)3 4Eir(k").S (k")

— M00(^",ic;w) (4.21)
w-E (kn)-EA(k")+inir &

with

UooOc'#k";w) • I <b'1 b | UnOc'X-w) | b"1 b > . (4.22)
b

I like to emphasize that although eqs (4.15-22) look

impressively complicated in their full generality, in a

concrete example they may considerably be simplified by

making good use of the symmetries of the target nucleus.

To illustrate this, we consider ''He: If a spin and iso-

spin dependence of the hole state energies and possible

contributions from quasi bound states are ignored, the

set of coupled equations in the four **He s.p. states

can be replaced by only one equation for the Is shell.

Therefore, in principle, a calculation of the covariant

ir-4He single-hole optical potential need not be much

more complicated,than a relativistic three-body ird cal-

culation, in which the pion exchange is ignored.

6.5 SUMMARY

Most calculations of the optical potential for

intermediate-energy scattering of hadronic projectiles

are based on the lowest-order term in the non-relativ-

istic multiple-scattering theory to which the impulse

approximation is applied. For the scattering of rela-

tivistic projectiles, however, a relativistic theory

should be used. Furthermore, the impulse approximation

(neglecting the nucleon rescattering) is hard to justi-
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fy if the elementary interaction is strongly energy-

dependent, as is the case for pion scattering in the

33-resonance region.

In its full generality the binding problem con-

fronts us with an impossible A + 1 body problem. An im-

portant advancement in this situation came with the re-

alization that the binding problem reduces to a three-

body problem if the target nucleons are assumed to move

independently in a shell-model potential [15]. Formal

three-body equations for the non-relativistic optical

potential have been obtained by Revai [15] and also by

Tandy, Redish and Bolle [12]. We have seen in the pre-

vious chapter, how non-relativistic practical equations

can be derived applying a UPA to the nucleon-core inter-

action .

A covariant optical-potential theory has been

worked out by Celenza, Liu and Shakin [14]. In their

approach the scattering amplitude is obtained from a

coherent iteration of the triangle diagram where in the

intermediate states the nucleus is constraint to the

ground state,and kept on shell. This is the relativis-

tic impulse approximation to the first-order optical

potential. However, contributions from intermediate

states in which the projectile is kept on shell/and in

which the nucleus can therefore be off shell,may not

be small, because the nucleus is a composite particle:

if the nucleus goes sufficiently far off shell, a break-up

channel may open. Such processes contribute to the

binding correction.

In this chapter, a covariant theory has been devel-

oped for the optical potential, in which the nucleon re-

scattering or binding correction is taken into account.

The starting point in this discussion is the three-

body model for the single-scattering process in which a

good single-particle structure of the nuclear wave func-
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tions is assumed. We obtain quasi two-body equations

for the projectile-nucleon and the nucleon-core inter-

action in such a way that the appropriate unitarity

relations for the optical potential are satisfied in an

exact manner. In this discussion I have applied the ap-

proximation proposed by Aaron, Amado and Young [10] ac-

cording to which the spectator particle is kept on

shell. The present relativistic treatment reduces to

the non-relativistic theory developed in chapter V. We

obtain a correct reduction in the impulse approximation,

contrary to the theory of Aaron et al. [10].

A particular problem in the application of relati-

vistic quasi two-body techniques to the optical poten-

tial is caused by the required exclusion of the nuclear

ground state/and the Pauli principle. To deal with it I

propose a procedure in which first quasi two-body equa-

tions are solved ignoring these requirements. Then this

defect is remedied in a second step.

I believe that the present approach is particularly

useful in the case of pion scattering. Using this for-

mulation in calculating the optical potential for irA

scattering, one can make good use of the calculational

techniques which have already been developed for the

relativistic -nd problem [6,8].

APPENDIX

In this appendix we discuss the non-relativistic

limit of the optical potential in the impulse approxi-

mation for two cases. The formal expression is

U. = E<b~ Jb | B 1 2 G 2 B 2 1 | b
- 1b> (1)

and upon inserting momentafwe obtain
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U. <k*',k";w)-I f - ^ L—<b-1b|B12(^";ü.;)|b-
1>s51 U ) .

ia bJ (2ir)3 2EC(Ê") * C

(2)

Since the nucleus is on shell in the initial and the

final state, we have u1 = w =m.. First we consider the
7T TT A

expression which results from using formula (4.12) for

B 1 2 ana B 2 1. In that case we find

bJ (2t)3 2Ec(k«)

A EN(QNC)"EC(QNC)

where

In order to obtain more familiar expressions in

terms of the s.p. wave functions Jb> rather than the

vertex function r , we consider briefly the relation

between the two. To this end we write the Bethe-Salpeter

equation for the NC interaction.

<k'|M(w)|k>-<kt|K(w)|k>+ f -i£l<kf|K(w)|k">G(v,k")<k"|M(w)|k>.
J <2ir)"

(5)

An application of the Blankenbecler-Sugar procedure in
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which we take for the new propagator (eq. (4.12))

g(w,k») = C (£") 2ir &(k'S-lw+E $.")}— ^ — , (6)
nC C w+-EN(k»)-Ecd")

where

Cnc(k") - (4EN(l^").Ec(k"))~
1 , (7)

allows one to write eq. (5) in the Lippmann-Schwinger

form

< £ ' | T ( W ) | £ > . . . . .
'(2ir)3

(8)

where

<k' I T(w) | £> = C* (P) <P | M(w) | t> C* it) (9)1 nc nc

and

<P | V(w) | fc"> * C^cOc') <^' | K(w) | ïc> C^c(t) . (10)

For energies close to the bound-state pole we can write

<P | T(w) 11> ' (k')>r ^- . (11)
w-m.A

Substitution of eq. (11) into eq. (8) and ignoring the

inhomogeneous term gives

. I v ( w )r ^ f <S I v(w) | t r ^ )
J (2ir)3 mA-EN(k)-Ec(k)

A comparison of eq. (12) to the Schrodinger equation
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C (
nc (2ir)3

which corresponds to the eq. (5) with the propagator

<6) leads to the relation

<t | b> « (2m.)-* C* (Ê)
A nc

Thh~\t) , (14)

where (2mA)~* is a normalization constant ,

(2TT)"3 ƒ dJ«|<b|ic>| = 1. Substitution of eq. (14) into

eg- (3) yields

bJ
 (2TT)

i

Similarly to eqs (9) and (10), we can relate the

optical potential U? r and the TTN t-matrix tn* ,to U.
X 3. TT N X 3

and t „ by
irN •*

(16)

and

where

. EA(5))"1 (13)
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From eqs. (15) - (19) we obtain in the non-relativistic

limit the familiar expression

b>.(20)

In eq. (20) the integration should be carried out over the

recoil momentum of the core. The result (15) is equiv-

alent to the optical potential in the impulse approxi-

mation obtained by Celenza et al. [12], see also chap-

ter two, sect. 2.(Notice however, that they have used

in the invariant normalization for fermions 2 rather
1

than ^g as we have here.) Let us next consider the non-

relativistic limit for U. which results if we take for
ia

B

12

$ 1 2 (&' »ÏÊ/W) =
 r (<§•

where

) i-^ -^
N C 2EN(ic'+ic) w-w'+in

w1 = E (5c) + E (ÏC1) + Ef i t+ ic 1 ) (22)
ir C N

eq. (21) follows from AB12 by dispersing in the total

c m . energy w. In this case the optical potential be-

comes

ia bJ
 (2TT)3 2Ec(k") 2EN(k'+k").

(P ) -Ecd") -

( 2 3 )
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The non-relativistic limit resulting from this expres-

sion is

b J (2.) 3 eb-^c+E0A-K;A+ir, S -

<24)

Here e, is the negative s.p. energy for the bound state

|b> and E° A is the asymptotic nA kinetic energy. KNC(K^

and K ,(K'.) are the kinetic energies for the rela-

tive NC and irA motions respectively. Clearly,in this

case the expression (24) reduces only to the desired

form (20) for the on-energy-shell matrix element

U?*(k"0,£0;w), where w = (m2+£§)* + (m* +Zp *.For com-

pleteness I also write the non-relativistic limit for

the optical potential which is obtained from eqs

(4.13)-(4.18). A somewhat lengthy but straight-forward

derivation gives

Uoo (E0) = I < b"
1 b | tB(E0+eb) | b"

1 b > , (25)
b

where Eo is the asymptotic energy for the irA motion.

The operator t_ satisfies

I | b - l Jl >(Ej+e -K -e ) " l < b - l a | } t (E0+e ) , (26)
KA b TtA X, B b

where t M r is the ÜPA for- the NC interaction
Ei L»
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TNC (E0+Eb-K ,A )

and

w(E0+e.-K
J

(27)

(28)
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C H A P T E R V I I

WHAT CAN HE LEARN ABOUT PION

ABSORPTION FROM PIONIC '•He?

7.1 INTRODUCTION

In recent years the pion-nucleus interaction at

low energies has attracted considerable interest [1-9].

In theoretical investigations [3,4], one tries to

understand low energy pion-nucleus dynamics from two

ingredients: the single-scattering process and true pion

absorption.

Higher-order multiple scattering contributions are

the local-field corrections [10] (or reflection term

contributions) and the scattering from clusters of cor-

related nucleons [11,12]. However, at very low ener-

gies, the elementary irN interaction is relatively weak;

therefore one expects that 'the single-scattering proc-

ess strongly prevails. The rather large effects coming

from dynamical correlations, which have been found in

phenomenological pionic-atom optical potentials [13-15],

where they give rise to a nuclear Lorentz-Lorenz cor-

rection, largely appear to be an artifact of the zero

range irN interaction, which is used in these models

[16,17]. Delorme and Ericson [18] pointed out that a

large Lorentz-Lorenz effect also comes about because of

the Pauli principle. However, the Pauli principle af-

fects only the nucleon rescattering, which is a contribu-

tion to the single-scattering process. Also the higher-

order terms in the multiple-scattering expansion, which
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have been considered by Koltun et al. [19,20] and Lohs

[21] in their estimates of the *A scattering lengths

for a number of light nuclei, are in fact Pauli-blocking

corrections mainly, and as such represent a single-

scattering contribution.

At low energies, true pion absorption is indispen-

sable to any reasonable theory. This can most clearly

be judged from the sizeable level widths in pionic

atoms, which can only be explained from the existence

of an absorption channel. As has been shown by Brueck-

ner [22], the absorption process will also have a dis-

persive effect, which contributes to the level shift in

pionic atoms.

Theoretically, the understanding of the absorption

mechanism in finite nuclei is still very much in an

initial stage, although some encouraging progress has

been made for the ird system [23]. Therefore/it is very

important to acquire reliable empirical information on

the absorption process. However, this information is

not so easy to obtain. A difficult problem in the

analysis of the data from scattering experiments in

which an exclusive absorption channel is investigated,

is caused by the initial and final state interactions,

in particular for heavier nuclei [24].

Traditionally, an important source of knowledge on

the absorption process are the pionic-atom data. In

this case the problem is how to separate the absorption

effects from the competing single-scattering contribu-

tions. Clearly, the single-scattering process also con-

tributes to the level shift. And, although the level

widths can only arise because of the absorption channel,

the values for the widths are affected by the single-

scattering process. In a calculation of the widths

and shifts, one writes the strong-interaction optical

potential as the sum of a single-scattering contribu-
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tion and an absorption part

+ Uabs* (1-1)

The scattering amplitude/ which is directly related to

the shifts and widths, using the effective range expan-

sion, follows from U by solving the Lippmann-

Schwinger (LS) equation, or a relativistic equivalent

of it. To incorporate the absorption effects, a para-

metrized form for U . is used, for which in practice

almost universally a density squared (p2) term [2-7] is

adopted, following the original suggestion by Ericson

and Ericson [13]. The strength parameters, which appear

in it, are adjusted to the experimental data. In prin-

ciple, these fitted strength parameters can provide a

useful empirical characterization of the absorption

process. The fitted parameters are, however, stripped

from much of their significance for the absorption

process,if 13. . is not known in sufficient detail. Un-

fortunately, the evaluation of the single scattering

process is in general a very complicated problem, es-

pecially if one takes the nucleon-rescattering serious,

as one should do at low energies. The usual practice in

pionic-atom studies is to introduce adjustable para-

meters also in U, ., and to perform a x2 fit t o t n e

widths and shifts for a wide region of the periodic

table [15,24,25]. As was recently pointed out by Fried-

man and Gal [26], a possible deficiency in the model is

not easily identified in this way. This objection is

indeed a matter of serious concern, in view of the

drastic simplifications, which are usually applied to

U, . in the analysis of the pionic-atom data, such as

the fixed scatterer approximation, impulse approxima-

tion, and a zero range for the *N interaction [24].

As a promising alternative in addition to these
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massive x2 fits, which involve many different nuclei,

one may concentrate on selected nuclei, for which the

structure is simple enough to allow for a very careful

analysis of the single-scattering process [17]. A par-

ticularly favourable case is vHe. In chapter V it has

been shown how U, » can be calculated for the w-^He

interaction in which the complete Fermi-averaging and

the nucleon rescattering are taken into account, by

solving exactly the three-body equations in the pion-

nucleon-core approach. As an input to these three-body

equations one requires the s.p. wave functions and

energies, and the free irN t-matrix. This procedure

enables a careful incorporation of the nuclear-struc-

ture aspects into U, .. However, uncertainties remain,

which come from the choice of the *N t-matrix t „.

For spin-isospin symmetric nuclei, there are large

cancellations between the various irN channel contribu-

tions to the optical potential, in particular between

the repulsive S 3 1 contribution and the attractive con-

tributions from the S n and P33 channels. Because of

these cancellations, relatively minor differences in

the various models for the irN interaction may not be

unimportant. Indeed, simple estimates for the ir-̂ He

scattering length by Lohs [21] and others [20] suggest

a large sensitivity to uncertainties in the irN scat-

tering lengths for the various partial waves. The real

and imaginary parts of the jr-̂ He scattering length,

which are related to the Is level shift and width in

pionic ''He, have been determined with great accuracy

[28]. This provides an important motivation for a de-

tailed calculation of this quantity.

In this chapter we study the sensitivity of the

low energy n-^He interaction to the elementary TN t-

matrix, by calculating Ü/,) for a number of current

models for t „. In sect.7.2 we discuss the single-hole
It a



optical potential U/^ for ir-̂ He scattering. Since

relativistic models for t „ will also be investigated,

we present a relativistic description for U, . here.

Furthermore, contrary to the non-relativistic formula-

tion discussed in chapter V, here we have included the

irN partial-wave mixing, which is due to the medium cor-

rections. In sect.7.3 we consider the real part of the

ir-̂ He scattering length, which has been calculated for

a number of models for t „. In this discussion we also

demonstrate the importance of going beyond the fixed

scatterer approximation and the impulse approximation.

A phenomenological density-squared term is added to

U, . in sect.7.4. We adjust the strength parameters in

the density-squared term to the ir-̂ He scattering length.

This is done for each of the irN t-matrices which are

under investigation. Cross sections are calculated with

the optical potential obtained in this way. Finally,

sect. 7.5 contains a summary of the main results.

7.2 THE SINGLE-HOLE OPTICAL POTENTIAL

In this section we discuss the optical potential

for the single-scattering process U. .. Almost univer-

sally one takes for U, « a irN t-matrix folded with the

nuclear ground-state wave function. In this way a two-

body description is achieved for U, . at the expense of

ignoring the nucleon rescattering. However, at very low

energies, the nucleon rescattering cannot be neglected

and a two-body description may not be adequate.

A three-body formulation can be applied if the

nuclear wave-function has a good single-particle struc-

ture. For then the binding interactions with the spec-

tator nucleons can be represented by only one interac-

tion between the struck nucleon N and the residual
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nucleus C (the 'Core'). In a three-body model for U- )f

the core wave-function has a one-hole state; therefore,

we will refer to U, , as the single-hole optical poten-

tial.

In the investigation in chapter V of the ir-̂ He in-

teraction at sub-threshold energies, a UPA (Unitary

Pole Approximation) has been applied to the NC t-matrix

for the bound-state poles coming from the occupied s.p.

state in the nuclear ground state. These poles dominate

the NC interaction at sub-threshold energies. In the

exposition given in chapter V non-relativistic scatter-

ing theory has been used.

In the following we will also apply relativistic

models of the TTN t-matrix, which are based on the

Blankenbecker-Sugar equation [30]. Consistency requires

that a relativistic t-matrix should be embedded in a

relativistic optical-potential theory. Therefore,we

present a relativistic formulation for U, » here. To

this end we apply the covariant optical-potential

theory, which has been developed in chapter VI. In this

covariant theory, the binding interaction is treated by

means of a quasi two-body formulation of U, .. In these

relativistic quasi two-body equations for U, ., the

Blankenbecker-Sugar approach has been used. Thus,

a practical covariant description could be obtained.

Once the binding interaction is incorporated in U, »

by solving the quasi two-body equations, the ground-

state exclusion and the Paul!-blocking requirements are

taken care of in a second step.

Let us consider the covariant quasi two-body equa-

tions for ir-1*He scattering, by means of which we take

into account the binding interaction. Channel-1 consists

of the interacting NC pair with a spectator pion, and

channel-2 of the interaction irN system with a spectator

core. As is illustrated graphically in fig. 1, coupled
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•"21

Fig. I. Graphical illustration of the quasi two-body equations for the

single-hole optical potential.

quasi two-body equations for the optical potential

matrix U can be written as

ÏÏn(£v£;w) - ƒ

and

dfc"
(2TT)3

1

(2.1)

(2ir)3

(2.2)

For clarity, I have omitted in eqs (2.1) and (2.2) the

spin and iso-spin degrees of freedom. These will be in-

cluded later. I denote the total four momentum by P

and the four momenta of the pion and the core by k^ and

kc respectively. In eqs (2.1) and (2.2) w is the total

energy in the irA cm.; u = /p2. Furthermore, u and u_
V C

can be considered as the invariant masses of the quasi-
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particles with a spectator pion (channel 1) and a spec-

tator core (channel 2) respectively [31]. If the spec-

tator particles are taken on their mass shell, w and

oi „ are given by

(A) ^m L K** ̂  ui f ^m £twf X J • [Z t j/

and

u)c = [ ( w - m c )
2 - 2 w T c ] * , (2.4)

where T and T_ are the kinetic energies of the pion

and the core in the irA c m .

T = (m2 +ïc2)* - m , (2.5)
V TT TT IT

c +ic) - mc. (2.6)

In eqs (2.1) and (2.2) the notation u^ = m^ik1) and

w" = w_(k") is used. If for channel-1 the nucleus is

kept on shell, u becomes equal to the nuclear mass.
IT

The propagators for the channels -1 and -2 are denoted

by Gj and G2, and B12 and B2i are the transition inter-

actions for the two channels via a nucleon exchange.

Explicitly, we can write B 1 2 as

V EN(QNC} EC(QNC} 2EN(QNC)
)'

 (2*7)

and a similar form applies to B2i- In eq. (2.7) r is

the vertex function for the nuclear breakup, and v is a

irN form factor. The quantities <$„„ and $ „ are the re-

lative two-body momenta in the rest frames of the NC

and irN sub-systems respectively.

As is demonstrated in the previous chapter, the form

(2.7) for the transition interactions (2.5) yields the
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correct non-relativistic reduction.

In sub-threshold scattering holds for the asymp-

totic kinetic energy of the incident pion in the c m .

restframe: T <m +m -m.. This implies

u <£„(($.,„) +E_ ({§„-) and therefore the nucleon propa-

gator in eq. (2.7) has no singularities (the struck

nucleon cannot be ejected in the knock-out channel for

such collision energies). This simplifies the calcula-

tion of U n considerably. Instead of using the coupled

integral equations (2.1) and (2.2), it is now easier to

work with the uncoupled integral equation (see fig. 2)

=K= • * -

Fig. 2. Illustration of the single-hole optical potential, which below

threshold can be obtained from iteration of triangle contributions. The

iterated triangle diagrams represent the binding corrections, In the impulse

approximation only the single triangle diagram is taken into account.

Un(fc"',fc";w)

ƒ
2E it")

TT

U.(fc\fc"";w) Gj(u>") Un<£",fc";w) , (2.8)

in which the driving term U. is the triangle-diagram

contribution
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where

and

'

Clearly, t is a separable irN t-matrix. Notice that con-

trary to the free TTN t-matrix, in eq. (2.10) the nu-

cleon is off its mass shell. However, as has been point-

ed out by Celenza, Liu and Shakin [32], it should be a rea-

sonable approximation to neglect this off-shell defi-

ciency and to use for t the free irN t-matrix. Notice

that in principle in the uncoupled eq. (2.8) non-sepa-

rable models for t can also be used. The quantity p is

closely related to the density function. To see this

more clearly, we eliminate the vertex-function r in

favor of the wave function ip. The relation between the

s.p. wave function (p and r is (see chapter VI, appendix)

(2.12)4ENtfNC) . EC(3N C)]
MA"EN (QNC )"EC (QNC )

The funct ion
2v

<P ( Q N C ) - ^ ( Q M C ) ( 2 .
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equals the usual density function cp*cp up to a kinemat

ical factor. The channel-1 propagator G2 (to ) is given

by (chapter VI, sect. 4)

GI(ÜJ ) = [(Ü) -m ) ƒ
(2T)3

(2.14)

"EC

which can be written as

—22- |<p(QNr)|2 — — ' ].2m
( 2 ) 3 2 N C ; E ( $ ) E ( ^ ) A

(2.15)

Up to this point we have not yet specified in what

way we allow the particles to go off their mass shells.

By definition, the optical potential acts as a two-body

interaction between the pion and the nucleus in its

ground state. Therefore, it is natural to take the nu-

cleus on-shell in the external lines of the diagrams,

which contribute to the optical potential. For the

internal lines, however, we always take the spectator

particle on shell. Therefore, we can distinguish between

three different triangle diagrams. This is illustrated

in fig. 3.

U. : The nucleus is on shell at both sides.

U^1 : The nucleus is on shell at one side, and the

pion at the other side.

is on shell at both sides.

Schematically, we can represent the optical potential

U u , in which the binding correction is taken into
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Fig. 3. Triangle contributions U , in which the nucleus is on mass shell
II

at both sides. U. in which the nucleus is on shell on one side and the pion

on the other. U in which the pion is on shell at both sides.

account by

. .(2.16)

can be calculated, using the equations (see fig. 4)

(2TT)3 2E (t")
IT

(a)") X(^",k;w) (2 -17)

and
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(2n)3 2E
(2.18)

-Xv

1_1-.A_'_/XU.
Fig. 4. Graphical representation of the equations by means of which the

binding interactions are calculated.

In the impulse approximation [32] one only retains U..

Notice that for U. holds: w' =u =m., therefore in that
A 7T ir A

case p equals the invariant density matrix [32]

For the ^He ground state, the nucleons only differ in

the spin and isospin orientation, which we did not yet

include. To take the spin and isospin degrees of free-

dom into account, we apply the same procedure as in

chapters II and V. We expand the optical-potential-ma-

trices x and Uji, as well as the triangle diagram con-

tributions uf, u " and U^11 into their *N partial wave

A A A
contributions
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A = I A(Tja), where A can be x , " i 1 , " ï ' . ü j 1 ' o r

(2.20)

and T, j and I denote the irN Isospin, total angular momentum

and orbital angular momentum respectively. Restricting

ourselves to ITN S and P waves, we obtain from eqs (2.17)

and (2.18) for the irN partial wave contributions

X(tj£) and Uii(TjJl) the equations

™(Tj*) GlX(TjA)c \ c

(2.21)

and

_ _ L _
ji I

(2.22)

By solving these equations for the *N partial-wave con-

tributions to x and Uj j, we take into account the

intermediate spin and isospin flips of the struck iv\-

cleon due to the interaction with the pion. This is

illustrated in fig. 5. There is a mixing between wN S

and P waves. In chapter V this partial-wave mixing was

ignored.

We still have to exclude the nuclear ground state

and the states that are blocked by the Pauli princi-

ple. This is achieved by means of the equations

(chapter IV)

ïïn(Tjl) - c \c

T " ! UllCTj'*1) G1+',Ua)(Tj£) , (2.23)
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_K- __*?__ JU __ P P __

/V~7\„ „/\"y\tt
(a) (b)

=#= • * •

(c)

Fig. 5. By solving the equations Cor the binding corrections for each mN

partial wave separately, we take into account the intermediate isospin flips

(a) and spin flips (b). Mediua corrections lead to a coupling of itN S and P

waves (c).

which have to be solved for all (six) *N partial-waves.

In the propagator G}* the nucleus is restricted to the

mass shell, the appropriate form for G1<t is (chapter VI,

sect. 4)

G1+(ïc,w) =
4E (k)E.(k)

IT A

(w+-Ew(lc)-BA(it) )
- 1 . (2.24)

Finally, the single hole optical potential U,1} is ob-

tained by summing over the *N partial-wave contributions

(2.25)
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7.3 THE PION '•He SCATTERING LENGTH

As in chapter V, the ir-'+He scattering length is

determined by applying the effective range expansion to

the scattering amplitude, which follows from the single

hole optical potential U, .. This has been done, using

four current rank-one separable models for t„, which

have been applied in recent ird or wA calculations.

First, I examined the Londergan et al. model [34],

which is based on the rather old CERN-theoretical

phases [35], applying inverse scattering theory. This

model was also used in chapter V. Subsequently, I con-

sidered the parametrization constructed by Thomas [36],

who could obtain very good fits to a selection of more

modern phase shifts and scattering lengths, from a

simple analytical expression for the form factors. The

t-matrix in the Thomas model is obtained from a LS-

equation, in which relativistic kinematics has been

used for the pion. A similar parametrization of the

form factors has been applied by Schwarz et al. [37].

However, they have used the Blankenbecker-Sugar equation

in the calculation of the t-matrix. Furthermore, for

the P33 they followed the approach of Woloshyn et al.

[38], in which an energy-dependent coupling constant

A = (u2 ~m?n^~1 *-s introduced, representing the propaga-

tion of a "bare" A-isobar with the mass m... Schwarz et

al. [37] repeated their fitting procedure, using the

position of the resonance as an additional constraint.

In the following we will refer to these two models for

the P33 partial-wave by Schwarz et al. as model I and

II respectively. The parameters in the Schwarz et al.

model are adjusted to the same data as chosen by Thomas

[36]. Finally, I examined the parametrization used by

Rinat et al. [39], who constructed an updated version

of the Schwarz et al. model, in which the parameters
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are fitted to phase shifts from the recent Rowe et al.

analysis [40].

Results for the ir-̂ He scattering length are pre-

sented in table 1. The first column (L) gives scattering

Table I. Real part of the n-MHe scattering length in 10~3 fn.

L, T, S and R denote models for the *N t-matrix, which are used

in the calculation. The inpulse-approxination result is denoted

by -ia-. In -bd- and -ex-, the binding correction rcsp. the ex-

elusion correction is taken into account. For -me- both these medium

corrections are included. Accounting for the absorption contri-

bution by means of Re(a )» -Im(a ) gives -abs-. The experi-

mental value is obtained from ref. 28.

ia

bd

ex

me

abs

exp

L

-26

-14

-68

-59

-99+3

T

- 43

- 15

-138

-101

-14!±3

-(134+4) +

S

- 48

- 20

-138

-100

-140+3

i(40±3)

R

- 42

- 14

-130

- 98

-138+3

lengths for the Londergan et al. model, the second (T)

for the model of Thomas, the third (S) for the Schwarz

et al. model using for the P33 their model II, and in

the fourth column (R) the Rinat et al. model for the S-

waves and the Schwarz et al. model I for the P33. Since

the small P waves (the P n , Pi 3 and P31) were found to

have only very minor effects. I kept for these the Lon-

dergan et al. model in each calculation.

Table 1 shows the results for the scattering

lengths obtained from the optical potential for:

1} The impulse approximation (ia), in which one takes

U(1)=UA'-

2) The approximation, in which the exclusion require-

ments are ignored, but in which the binding correction
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(bd) is taken into account: U/j* = U n ;

3) The approximation, in which the binding correction

is ignored, U n = U A , but in which the exclusion correc-

tions are accounted for (ex); and

4) The complete calculation, in which both medium cor-

rections (me) - binding and Pauli principle - are in-

cluded.

We find for all t R models a drastic increase of the

repulsion due to the exclusion requirements and an at-

tractive contribution coming from the binding correc-

tions, which lead to an overall increase of the repul-

sive (negative) scattering length due to the nucleon

rescattering by 100-140 %.

The results for the T, S and R models are remark-

ably similar. For the complete calculation, I obtain

differences of only a few percent. This also shows

that the use of a Blankenbecker-Sugar equation instead

of the LS-equation has little effect (compare 'T' with

'S'). On the other hand the L-model leads to a scatter-

ing length, which is about 40 % smaller compared to the

other models. This shows that the L-model gives a less

repulsive S-wave vkHe interaction than the other

models. This difference can be attributed to the use of

the outdated CERN phases in the L-model. This conclusion

agrees with an investigation of Landau and Thomas

[3,41], who found in a calculation of ir-**He and w-lzC

elastic-scattering cross sections, that using the CERN

phases results in a less repulsive irA optical potential

than the more modern Salomon phases. This also shows

that the "missing11 S-wave repulsion reported by a number

of authors [44-46,4-6] can at least partly be resolved

by the consistent use of irN t-matrices, which repro-

duce the low energy phase-shifts correctly.

One might think that these results for the scat- ,

tering length could also be obtained from a more simple
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treatment of U, ... However, in calculations of the

scattering length, the reliability of anything less

than a complete three-body treatment is a priori very

hard to judge, because of the considerable cancellations

between the various contributions from the irN partial

waves at low energies. To illustrate this, we consider

the often used simple estimate [19-21,46] of the impulse

approximation contribution

1+m /m

ia " M m /«A
a0 +

mTT
m H

ir

2

(3.1)

The second term in this expression is the nN P-wave con-

tribution resulting from the Fermi motion, in which

<?2> is the mean square nucleon momentum for '•He. Using
T

the t model T, results in a i a = 5.3 10~
3 fm and in the

case of the t „ model R, a? = 2.0 1O~3 fm (I use
T irN T i a p n

ajj = -5.4 10"3 fm; bjj = .33 fm3; a£ = 5.8 10"3 fmj b£=.31fm3

and <$2> =.6 fm~ 2). A comparison of these results to

the detailed calculation of the scattering length in

the impulse approximation (table 1, ia), shows that

this simple estimate predicts a much too small value ,

which has the wrong sign.

Table i shows that the calculated scattering

lengths fall short to the experimental value for all

four t „ models under consideration. This failure to account
irN

for the experimental value should not be too surprising,

since we did not yet include the absorption effect. A

simple method to take into account the absorption con-

tribution to Re(a), is by means of the relation

R e ( aabs > = " ^ a b s * (3'2)

which is based on a rather qualitative argument by

Brueckner [22] and Thouless [47], but which has been confirmed

in nd calculations [48]. If, in addition, we use
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" • « S A ' * a(l) + R e ( aabs>' {3'3)

we obtain results for Re(a), (table 1, abs), which are

very close to the experimental value for the T, S and

R t^jj-models, while the result for the L-model is clear

ly too small. It is quite interesting that the T, S and

R models are based on much more reliable phases than

the L-model; therefore, the present results can be con-

sidered as new evidence for the adequacy of the rela-

tion (3.2).

7 . 4 CROSS SECTIONS

7.4.1 The pion-absorption optical potential

The absorption part of the optical potential U ,
aos

is usually represented by means of a p2-term, following

the original suggestion of Ericson and Ericson [13].

The p2 parametrization is based on the idea of a two-

nucleon dominance in the absorption mechanism. It should

be mentioned, however, that the dominance of a two-nu-

cleon mechanism in the absorption process is not (yet?)

very well established empirically [49], in particular

for heavier nuclei. Recent measurements of some

deep-lying pionic level shifts suggest that a simple p 2-

term cannot be used to describe these deep-lying levels

and the more peripheral levels at the same time [50,51].

Furthermore, while for very light nuclei, strong empir-

ical indications exist for the dominance of a two-nucleon

absorption mechanism [52], it is not so easy to justify a

p2-term in that case. However, in order to allow for a

comparison with previous work, I will also use a p2-

term here.

In this discussion I use the momentum-space for-

mulation of the p2-absorption term of Liu and Shakin [4-6]
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B0.A
2.211

Here Bo is the complex absorption-strength parameter.

In phenomenological pionic-atom optical potential anal-

yses, in which U, . is also parametrized, a fit to the

Is-level shifts and widths for light atoms gave the

ratio Re B0/ImB0 =-1. ± .1 [15,26], in accordance with

the relation (3.2). Here I have adjusted Re Bo and ImB0

to the empirical ir-̂ He scattering length a. This could

be achieved, owing to the very weak sensitivity of

Re (a) to ImB 0, and of Im(a) to Re Bo. This has been

carried out for each of the four irN -t-matrices, which

are discussed in the previous section. The fitted values

for Bo are listed in table 2. Looking at the ratio

Table 2. Complex absorption-strength parameter Bo in a'
1*, obtained

from an adjustment to the w-^He scattering length for various t „ Models.
1TN

Re Bo .092 .055 .053 .058

/ we see that it is remarkably similar to the

results of phenomenological pionic atom analyses for

the most reliable t N model (R) under investigation,

while the outdated Londergan et al. model overshoots

the value -1. by 76 %. The absolute values of Re Bo and

Im Bo that we obtain are larger than what is found in

most other studies [15], However, with an exception of the

L-model, our results compare reasonably well with the

recent pionic atoms analysis of Friedman and Gal [26],

who adjusted their U. . and U , parameters to pionic-
\1) abs
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atom data for a limited number of selected nuclei.

7.4.2 Cross sections

I calculated cross sections, using the absorption

optical-potential contribution (4.1), in which the pa-

rameter Bo has been fitted to the ir-̂ He scattering

length.

Figs 6a and 6b show the results for ir"-scattering

at T l a b =10 MeV and T l a b=15 MeV respectively. Cross
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sections are plotted for the L, T and R irN t-matrix

models in U, ,. Again we find little differences in the

results for the T and the R models, while the cross

sections for the L- model deviate markedly. Also the

cross sections for the S model, which I did not plot

for clarity, are very similar to those for the T and the

R models. Examining the energy dependence,one notices

that at intermediate angles the cross sections at 10 MeV

and 15 MeV show little differences. Mainly a slight

shift of the minimum to forward angles by about seven

degrees, is obtained by going from 10 MeV to 15 MeV. On

the other hand, at backward angles, the cross sections

at 15 MeV are larger than at 10 MeV by roughly 80 %,

showing the increased effects of the P-wave.

Results for the integrated elastic cross section cel,

the total cross sections o and the absorption cross

section a . for 10 MeV and 15 MeV ir"-scattering are
abs

listed in table 3. The same tendencies as in the dif-

ferential cross sections can be observed. Only a minor

Table 3. Values for Che integrated elastic, total and absorption

cross sections o ^, o„ and a. respectively in mb for several t „

models at 10 MeV and 15 MeV.

10 MeV

ael

°T
abs

15 MeV

ael

°T
a
abs

L

4.2

19.8

15.6

L

4.8

17.1

12.3

T

6.2

22.7

16.5

T

8.4

21.5

13.1

S

6.1

22.6

16.5

S

8.0

21.1

13.1

R

5.8

22.1

16.3

R

7.6

20.6

13.0
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sensitivity to the irN t-matrix with an exception of the

Londergan et al. model. At energies below the single-

nucleon knockout threshold energy, the reaction cross

section is entirely due to the absorption process,

a = a - o 1. Owing to our adjustment of Im Bo to the

empirical scattering length, the results for a . are

very similar for all four t -models. Notice that the

absorptive part of the optical potential yields an in-

crease of a and a , going to smaller energies.
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The importance of the medium corrections and the

absorption contribution to the cross sections is demon-

strated in the figs 7a and 7b, showing results for 15

MeV 7T and IT scattering respectively. In these cross

sections the S model has been used for the n-N t-matrix.

The enhancement of the repulsion due to the medium

corrections and absorption,manifests itself in larger

cross sections for IT -scattering, and for IT "-scattering

in an increase at backward angles and a reduction at

forward angles. Furthermore, the imaginary part of the

absorption optical potential leads to a considerable

filling of the deep minimum for 7r"-scattering.

7.5 SUMMARY

For very low energies, one expects that the single-

scattering process strongly prevails over other multi-

ple-scattering contributions to the pion-nucleus inter-

action mechanism. Besides from the single-scattering

process, large contributions come from the pion-absorp-

tion process. In general the effects on the empirical

data of the single-scattering process and of the pion-

absorption process are very hard to calculate in a re-

liable way. While the problems with respect to the

single-scattering process are more of a technical nature,

for ,the absorption process many more fundamental dif-

ficulties still exist, concerning the off-shell extra-

polation of the TTN interaction, criteria for selecting

the relevant diagrams etc. An important source of empi-

rical information on the absorption process is provided

by the pi.onic-atom data. The strong interaction widths
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show its absorptive effects. Causality requires that

there should also be a dispersive effect. However, its

importance is not very well established. An important

quantity in this respect is the discrepancy between the

experimental value of the pionic-atom level shift and

the single-scattering contribution to this shift. This

discrepancy gives an interesting indication of the im-

portance of higher order effects, which go beyond

a single-scattering treatment, in particular pion

absorption.

I have carried out detailed relativistic three-

body calculations of the single-scattering contribution

to the ir-̂ He scattering length (which is directly re-

lated to the Is level shift. For kEe the Is level shift

and width have been measured very precisely [28]). The

Fermi motion, nucleon-rescattering, exclusion principle

and c m . transformation are all treated very carefully.

Uncertainties remain in the elementary TTN interaction.

Therefore,this calculation was performed using four

models for the TTN t-matrix.

The calculated values of the single-scattering con-

tribution to the real part of the scattering length

Re(a) fall short compared to the experimental value by

almost exactly the empirical result for the imaginary

part Im(a) , if a 'reasonable' irN t-matrix is used, i.e.

one which has a correct on-shell behaviour. This result

provides an interesting new confirmation for the rela-

tion Re (a ) =-Im(a ), if the discrepancy is attri-

buted to true pion absorption.

I included a density-squared 'absorption' optical

potential, in which I adjusted the complex absorption-

strength parameter BQ to the experimental (complex)

scattering length. For the t-matrix, which reproduces

the low-energy phase-shifts best, a ratio ReBo/ImBo=

.94 is found. The calculated values for Re Bo and ImB0
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are remarkably close to the results of phenomenological

pionic-atom optical potentials. This is rather surpris-

ing in view of the large differences between the pres-

ent parameter-free three-body model for the single-

scattering process and the rather crude approximations

which are applied in the phenomenological approaches.

Finally, I calculated some cross sections at sub-

threshold energies, in which the density-squared ab-

sorption optical potential has been included. The sen-

sitivity of the cross sections to the model for the irN

t-matrix was found to be small. Therefore, a reliable

evaluation of the single-scattering contribution is

possible. This leaves as the major uncertainty the ab-

sorption part of the optical potential. Measurement of

the cross sections at these extremely low energies

would be very useful to determine this part of the op-

tical potential in more detail.
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SAMENVATTING

Dit proefschrift betreft de wisselwerking tussen

pionen en atoomkernen, en met name de optische poten-

tiaal voor de elastische pion-kern verstrooiing bij

lage energieën. Een veel gebruikte theoretische aanpak

om deze optische potentiaal op microscopische wijze te

beschrijven, is de meervoudige verstrooiingstheorie.

Hierbij wordt uitgegaan van de verstrooiing aan de

afzonderlijke nucleonen. Speciaal voor lage energieën

is dit een zinvolle procedure, aangezien uit pion-nu-

cleon verstrooiingsexperimenten gebleken is dat de

krachten tussen het pion en het nucleon bij lage ener-

gieën betrekkelijk zwak zijn. Om deze veden verwacht

men dat de optische potentiaal voor laag energetische

pionen grotendeels bepaald wordt door het enkelvoudige

verstrooiingsproces, waarbij het pion een wisselwerking

heeft met niet meer dan één nucleon.

Het enkelvoudige verstrooiingsproces is minder een-

voudig dan wellicht op het eerste gezicht lijkt. Eén

complicatie is dat de nucleonen waaraan verstrooid

wordt, geen 'vastgeprikte' verstrooiingscentra zijn,

maar bewegen. Deze Fermi-beweging is vooral bij lage

energieën van belang. In de meer geavanceerde optische.

potentiaal theorieën wordt dit aspect op correcte wijze

in rekening gebracht. Een meer ingrijpend probleem is

echter dat de nucleonen met elkaar wisselwerken en.

onderworpen zijn aan het Pauli-principe. Deze 'bindings-

en Pauli-principe' correcties op het elementaire pion-

nucleon verstrooiingsproces worden meestal verwaarloosd

(stoot benadering), of op drastisch vereenvoudigde

wijze in de beschouwing betrokken. Dit gebeurt veelal

door middel van kernmaterie-procedures, die echter

zeker niet adequaat zijn voor de lichte kernen, welke

gewoonlijk in de microscopische beschrijvingen voor de
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optische potentiaal worden beschouwd ('•He, 1 2C, 1 6 0 ) .

Een unitaire theorie voor de pion-kern-wisselwer-

king in de enkelvoudige verstrooiings benadering kan

worden verkregen door de kern te beschrijven met een

onafhankelijke deeltjes schillen-model potentiaal. In

dat geval is de Hilbert-ruimte voor de kerntoestanden

die bijdragen tot de optische potentiaal, beperkt tot

één deeltje-één gat (lp - lh) toestanden.

De doelstelling in dit proefschrift is om een zo

goed mogelijke beschrijving te geven van de lp - lh

bijdrage tot de optische potentiaal. Naast het feit dat

deze relatief groot is, is het belang hiervan dat de

hogere orde effecten die buiten dit kader vallen (pion-

absorptie, nucleon correlaties, lokale-veld-correcties),

voorlopig niet op een betrouwbare microscopische wijze

in rekening kunnen worden gebracht. De discrepantie

tussen een correcte lp - lh deeltjes berekening en de ex-

perimentele resultaten kan dan belangwekkende empirische

gegevens opleveren omtrent deze hogere orde effecten.

In dit onderzoek wordt speciale aandacht gegeven

aan een aantal belangrijke aspecten, welke in de bestaan-

de literatuur onvolledig worden behandeld, zoals Pauli-

principe-correcties, bindings-effecten, en eisen van

unitariteit en covariantie. De praktische berekeningen

hebben alle betrekking op de verstrooiing aan '•He. Deze

kern ontleent zijn bijzondere betekenis voor de bestu-

dering van het pion-kern interactie-mechanisme aan zijn

eenvoudige structuur. In een aantal gedetailleerde be-

rekeningen wordt aangetoond dat het Pauli-principe een

belangrijke invloed heeft op de doorsnedes voor pion-

**He verstrooiing. Dit in tegenstelling tot eerdere be-»

vindingen die gebaseerd waren op kernmaterie-beschrij-

vingen .

Een consistente behandeling van de bindingscor-

recties in het kader van de lp - lh optische potentiaal
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vereist een drie-deeltjes aanpak (pion, nucleon, rest-

kern). Een drie-deeltjes model wordt ontwikkeld, geba-

seerd op de veronderstelling dat de t-matrix voor de

nucleon-restkern wisselwerking gedomineerd wordt door

de gebonden-toestand polen. Voor lage energieën is dit

een redelijke veronderstelling. Een exacte oplossing

van de uit dit model resulterende drie-deeltjes verge-

lijkingen voor de optische potentiaal, blijkt tot zeer

goede resultaten te leiden voor de v-^He strooilengte

(deze is nauwkeurig bekend uit metingen aan het pion-

ische ^He atoom), indien de pion absorptie bijdrage op

een standaard phenomenologische wijze in rekening wordt

gebracht.

Verder is een covariante theorie opgesteld voor de

lp - lh optische potentiaal, die algemeen toepasbaar is

op de verstrooiing van hadronische projectielen. Unita-

riteits-eisen en de niet-relativistische reductie worden

in detail bediscussieerd.
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STELLINGEN

1. De drempelwaarde voor inelastische processen, welke aanleiding geven
tot imaginaire bijdragen aan de optische potentiaal, wordt bepaald door
zowel de kernkrachten tussen de nucleonen, als het Pauli-principe. Uit
deze eenvoudige constatering volgt dat theorieën voor de optische
potentiaal deze drempelwaarde onjuist reproduceren indien de effecten
van de kernkrachten tijdens het botsingsproces in rekening worden
gebracht, maar het Pauli-principe wordt verwaarloosd1. Dit is eveneens
het geval indien de kernkrachten worden verwaarloosd, maar het Pauli-
principe in rekening gebracht2. Een correcte beschrijving van deze
drempelwaarde kan evenwel worden verkregen door zowel het Pauli-
principe als de kernkrachten te verwaarlozen tijdens het botsingsproces3.
Worden beide effecten in een benadering behandeld, dan is een correcte
beschrijving van de drempelenergie niet gegarandeerd4.

1. J.P.Maillct, J.P.Dcdonder, C.Schmit, Nucl.Phys. ,4277(1976)253, Nucl.Phys.
A316{ 1979)267

2. J.dc Kam, F. van Gcffcn, M.van der Velde, Nucl.Phys. A333{ 1980)443
3. L.C.Liu, C.M.Shakin, Phys.Rev. C7tf(1977)333
4. R.H.Landau, A.W.Thomas, Nucl.Phys. ,4502(1978)461,

M.Wakamatsu, Nucl.Phys. ,45/2(1978)427

2. De veelvuldig toegepaste praktijk, waarbij de vereiste grondtoestand-
uitsluiting bij de optische potentiaal wordt bewerkstelligd volgens de
methode van Kerman, McManus en Thaler (KMT)1 (vermenigvuldiging
van optische potentiaal en t-matrix met de factor (A-l)/A) en waarbij de
stootbenadering wordt gemaakt, is niet consistent. Het verdient de
voorkeur deze KMT-procedure achterwege te laten indien de stoot-
benadering wordt gehanteerd.

1. A.K.Kerman, H.McManus, R.M.Thaler, Ann.of Phys. «(1959)551

3. In een analyse van hun metingen aan de n4He-wisselwerking hebben
Balestra et al.1 gevonden dat de totale absorptiedoorsnede vrijwel gelijk is
aan de absorptiedoorsnede voor de nd-wisselwerking. Hun interpretatie
als zou dit een bevestiging zijn van het 'auasidcuteron'-absorptiemecha-
nisme, gaat voorbij aan het feit dat het aantal paren nucleonen waaraan
absorptie kan plaats vinden bij 4He beduidend groter is dan bij het
deuteron.

1. F.Balestra et al., Nucl.Phys. ,4540(1980)372



4. De introductie in de recente natuurwetenschappelijke literatuur van de
volgende benamingen1: preons, genons, alphons, bétons, rishons, quips,
quints, gleeks, pigment, ancestors, flavons, hakem, waken en chrom,
voor gelijksoortige entiteiten doet onvoldoende recht aan de systematiek,
welke kenmerkend behoort te zijn voor achtenswaardige wetenschap.

1. H.K. Walter, Sindrum Note 1 (1980) en referenties hierin

5. In de discussie over de mogelijkheid om bindingseffecten door middel
van een effectieve energie voor de elementaire botsing van projectiel en
trefkernnucleon in rekening te brengen, is het resultaat van een onder-
zoek van Amado, Lenz en Yazaki' omtrent het periphere deel van de
optische potentiaal niet relevant. Dit in tegenstelling tot de suggestie die
wordt gewekt in een overzichtsartikel van Thomas2.

1. R.D.Amado, F.Lenz, K.Yazaki, Phys.Rev. C7*(1979)918
2. A.W.Thomas in "Theoretical methods in Medium-Energy and Heavy-Ion

Physics", Madison, Wisconsin, 1978

6. Het grote verschil tussen de inspanningen welke worden geleverd op het
gebied van de pion-kernwisselwerking en de kaon-kernwisselwerking kan
geheel ten onrechte de mening doen postvatten dat de kaon-kernwissel-
werking minder belangwekkend is dan de pion-kernwisselwerking.

7. Een mogelijke verklaring voor het bestaande gebrek aan verantwoorde
populaire verhandelingen over moderne wetenschap is het geringe besef
bij wetenschapsbeoefenaren, dat het belang dat aan populariseren van
wetenschap kan worden toegekend deels daarin is gelegen dat weten-
schapsbeoefening afhankelijk is van gemeenschapsgelden.

8. De stelling: "De ruim voorhanden zijnde publicaties, waarin berekenin-
gen worden gepresenteerd welke marginale effecten in de beschouwing
betrekken, maar belangrijke effecten van principes verwaarlozen1'2,
bieden mogelijkheden voor stellingen in proefschriften." is aantoonbaar
juist.

1. E.Friedm»n, A.Gal, Nuci.Phyi. A345(19W)457
2. H.Garcilazo, Nud.Phys. ,4145(1980)316

Stellingen behorende bij het proefschrift van Jaap de Kam, 18 maart 1981


